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The two major objectives of this thesis are: (1) demonstrating and

applying optimal design theory by developing an optimal sampling-time

strategy for parameter estimation in stochastic one compartment models,

and (2) examining in depth the extended least squares (ELS) method of

estimating population pharmacokinetic parameters.

The nonlinear weighted least squares parameter estimation method

and deterministic pharmacokinetic models have been employed for the

development of optimal experimental designs in almost all prior

research. The present study extends the existing literature by using

the ELS estimation method to develop the local D-, A-, and C-optimal

experimental designs for the stochastic one compartment model. Also,

comparisons of the efficiency of the ELS estimators from local optimal

designs with those from the uniform and conventional pharmacokinetic

designs, have been made.

Several practical difficulties encountered in calculating any

closed form representation of the bias of the ELS estimators for a

stochastic model are explored. Box's measure of bias is used as a rough



estimate of the predicted bias in nonlinear weighted least squares and

the ELS estimates for a typical one compartment open model. The reasons

for not using the Quenouille jackknife technique as an estimation

procedure are also explained. The traditional approach of the

analytical and computational methods of constructing various criteria of

optimal designs are discussed.

Due to the inability to extend the general equivalence theorems

to complex systems, the problem of finding a local optimal design is

solved by a modified flexible polyhedron search method, a type of

Nelder-Mead simplex method.

The sampling properties of estimators from four estimation methods

and the usual nonlinear least squares method are compared via computer

simulation. Evidence has been summarized suggesting that just about any

estimation method-design combination can practically give reliable

estimators for the mean values of the parameters. However, special

detailed procedures (discussed in the text) are necessary to

simultaneously estimate all the parameters including the variance

components.
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An Application of Optimal Experimental

Design Theory and Extended Least Squares Parameter

Estimation Methods to A Stochastic One Compartment Model

Chapter I

Introduction

I.1. The Problem

Pharmacokinetics is the study of the temporal fate of a drug after

introduction into a human being/animal. This includes studying the

absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion of the parent drug

and its metabolites. The kinetics of a pharmaceutical formulation can

be determined by modeling the relationship between the concentration of

drug in the plasma and the elapsed time from administration. The

resulting concentration time curve reflects the absorption, distribution,

and elimination of the drug. The one compartment model is probably the

most frequently used model for the pharmacokinetic evaluation of drugs.

Thus, a one compartment model is employed throughout this thesis.

Compartmental models have had wide and useful applications in

pharmacokinetic and biomedical research. For a full discussion of the

assumptions and limitations of compartmental modeling see

Jacquez (1972). The essential components of a typical compartmental

scheme are shown in Figure 1.1.

Many modifications of this scheme have been used and certainly no

single scheme will apply to all drugs.

A p-compartmental system can be equated to a class of vector

differential equations for a state vector X, with components Xi



Drug in Depot
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Drug in Tissues and Other

Fluids of Distribution

tl

Drug in Blood

1
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Urinary Excretion
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Urinary Excretion

of Metabolitics

Figure 1.1 The essential components of a typical

compartmental scheme

representing, for example, the total quantity of material in the well-

mixed ith compartment. The rate of transfer among compartments is

described by zero or first order kinetics or by simple nonlinear

expressions. Figure 1.2 is an example of a linear one compartment model

that will be the basis of discussion in later chapters.

One of the fundamental problems in pharmacokinetics is determining

the population characteristics of pharmacokinetic parameters describing

drug absorption and disposition (e.g., V and e in Figure 1.2), and a

great deal of research has been devoted to these problems.

However, it is frequently difficult and costly to obtain enough

plasma drug concentration measurements from designed studies for

estimation of individual pharmacokinetic parameters. Then, going from

individuals to the population itself is even more expensive and difficult.

A fundamental question is, can routine clinical trial type



I(t) = Dose 6(t) ------,

= Bolus injection at t=0

dX(t)/dt = I(t) - 8 X(t) X(0) = 0, 0 < t <

Hence X (t) = Dose exp(- e

And E(g.(0) =(Dose/N0exp(- e

Where

I(t) = drug source function (e.g., micrograms/sec)

6(t) = the dirac 6 - function

X(t) = state = quantity of drug in compartment (e.g., micrograms)

C = sampled concentration = X(t)/V (e.g., micrograms/cm3)

V = volume of distribution (cm3)

8 = 1st order elimination rate (1/sec)

x(t)

V

3

Figure 1.2 Open one compartment model with impulse (bolus)

input

pharmacokinetic data, consisting of only a few concentration measurements

(perhaps only one) from each individual animal, be used to derive

population parameter estimates? If so, can the population parameters be

estimated with low, moderate, or high precision. How are estimability

and precision influenced by experimental design? Also, a routine

clinical trial is usually much like an uncontrolled experiment. In the

spirit of an uncontrolled experiment we are concerned with population

pharmacokinetic parameter estimation problems that arise from designed

experiments where destructive sampling is required. In many modern day
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pharmacokinetic studies small laboratory animals are used. They must be

sacrificed to obtain a large enough sample for chemical analysis.

Traditionally, a deterministic model is fitted using a nonlinear

weighted least squares procedure, where the pharmacokinetic data used

are a series of measurements over time derived from different animals at

each point in time. However, when measurements on different animals are

combined into a single time series, the animal-to-animal population

variation can not be explained by simply adding experimental error in

the deterministic model. The behavior of the population drug

mean residual over time is not the same as the behavior of the

deterministic model drug residual evaluated at the means of the

pharmacokinetic parameters. The wrong model is customarily being used.

For the reason of inherent variations in biological systems, a stochastic

approach to pharmacokinetic data analysis is required.

The statistical estimation procedures commonly employed for

analyzing serially obtained samples over time from the same experimental

units (e.g., pigs and humans) have often been misused to analyze

destructively obtained data. The usual assumption made by

pharmacokineticists is that the animals all had essentially the same

physiologic and anatomic population pharmacokinetic parameters.

However, this assumption is frequently found to be unrealistic

(Lindstrom and Birkes, 1979 and 1984). Therefore, the need for a more

sophisticated parameter estimation procedure for the stochastic

pharmacokinetic model is apparent.

The extended least squares method of parameter estimation,

hereafter denoted the ELS method, was introduced to the statistical

literature by Beal (1974). In recent years, this technique has been
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proven to be useful in population pharmacokinetic data analysis

(Sheiner, et. al. 1972; Sheiner, et.al. 1977, Sheiner and Beal, 1980;

and Lindstrom and Birkes, 1984). Beal (1982) has investigated the

asymptotic properties of optimization estimators for the independent but

not identically distributed case with application to ELS estimators. He

found that the ELS estimators are asymptotically consistent and normal

in this case.

Lindstrom and Birkes (1984) applied, via a simulation study, the

ELS method to the one compartment population pharmacokinetic model. They

suggested that the ELS method of estimating population pharmacokinetic

parameters is a good method for destructively obtained data. They also

concluded that the bias and precision of the estimates is a function of

the structural model and the sampling strategy. Lindstrom (1982) also

compared the small sample properties of the ELS and least squares

estimators; he found that the ELS method gives less biased parameter

estimators than the LS method does. The magnitude of the bias is

dependent upon the design chosen, the magnitude of the experimental

error, and number of animals sacrified at each time point. The need for

locating the optimal experimental design for estimating parameters in

the stochastic one compartment model is now apparent.

Almost all of the literature on optimal design, theory and

applications, is devoted to the linear model. Nonlinear situations

have received comparatively little attention. Apparently, the amount of

numerical analysis, mathematical approximations, and computer

programming involved in the design of experiments for estimating

parameters in nonlinear models is such that most potential users are

discouraged from considering nonlinear design techniques.
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Box and Lucas (1959) were among the first to study experimental

designs in nonlinear situations. They chose the now classical D-optimal

design. Recall that under D-optimality the volume of the approximate

confidence region for e is minimized. In order to simplify the

situation, they limited themselves to the constant error variance case

and to exact designs consisting of as many sample points as there are

parameters to estimate. Atkinson and Hunter (1968), M.J. Box (1968a,b

and 1970a,b) extended the work of Box and Lucas to more complicated

cases. However, almost all of the models they studied were in the

chemical engineering field and had no more than three parameters.

The literature applying optimal design theory to pharmacokinetic

modeling is fairly small. D'Argenio, et. al. (1979) have recently

reported results on the numerical determination of an exact D-optimal

design for a specific pharmacokinetic model. Landaw (1982) unified the

theory and practical considerations to develop the optimal experimental

designs for parameter estimation in deterministic linear compartmental

systems, particularly in the context of clinical pharmacokinetics.

In most of the prior research, the nonlinear (weighted) least

squares parameter estimation method and the deterministic nonlinear

models were employed for the development of optimal experimental

designs. The present study attempts to extend the research

by applying the ELS method in developing the optimal experimental

designs for the stochastic one compartment model.

In the theory of optimal experimental designs, general equivalence

theorems are frequently employed to reveal the structure of optimal

designs, to compare different optimality criteria, and to set up

iterative procedures for the construction of approximately optimal
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designs. Due to the inability of extending the general equivalence

theorems to complex systems, the problem of obtaining a local optimal

design is solved by using a direct search procedure.

1.2. Objectives of This Study

The main objectives of this study are twofold: first, to examine

in depth the extended least squares method of estimating population

pharmacokinetic parameters, and second, to demonstrate and apply the

optimal design theory by developing the optimal sampling-time strategies

for parameter estimation in one compartment stochastic models. Four

intermediate objectives of this thesis are:

(1) to investigate the biases of ELS parameter estimators in a

stochastic one compartment model;

(2) to use the design measure approach to develop the D-optimal, A-

optimal (A-optimal designs minimize the sum of the variances of the

parameter estimates), and C-optimal designs (C-optimal designs

minimize the average squared asymptotic coefficient of variation of

the parameter estimates) for a stochastic one compartment model.

In addition to presenting numerical results for these optimal

designs, two types of spacing of the design points are included for

comparison of the accuracy of the estimates: uniform (equally

spaced) and conventional (most often used by clinical

pharmacologist);

(3) to use computer simulations to compare four ELS methods of

estimating the population means and variances of the random

variables in the stochastic one compartment model. The four ELS
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methods are produced by combining different approximations of the

expectation and variance of the response variable in the ELS

function.

(4) to use computer simulations to compare the sampling properties of

the ELS estimators to those of the nonlinear least squares

estimators customarily used by most pharmacokinetic researchers.

1.3. Procedures

A brief description of the contents of the following chapters is

now given. In chapter II the deterministic and the stochastic one

compartment pharmacokinetic models are introduced together with the

model assumptions, and the approximate mean and variance to be used

in the following chapters.

In chapter III a review of the two classical types of nonlinear

parameter estimation methods is presented. These include nonlinear

(weighted) least squares and maximum likelihood methods, which are

commonly used to estimate the parameters in nonlinear models. The ELS

method of parameter estimation proposed by Beal (1974) is applied

throughout this research. At the end of chapter III, the theoretical

and empirical rationale for using the ELS method is discussed.

The subject of bias in the parameter estimators in nonlinear models

is discussed in Chapter IV. Bias is a widely recognized problem, but

little work appears to have been done on quantitatively assessing bias

in even simple pharmacokinetic based estimators. In this chapter a

general method of calculating the bias in a class of nonlinear least

squares problems proposed by Box (1971) is presented. Next, the
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difficulties in calculating any closed form representation of the ELS

bias for a stochastic one compartment model are illustrated. Lastly,

the reasons for not using the Quenouille -jackknife technique- as an

estimation procedure are explained.

Chapter V is devoted to an exposition of the basic properties of

statistically optimal designs for the various criteria of such

designs. The traditional approach of the analytical and computational

methods of constructing such designs is also discussed . Due to the

analytical intractability of the design problem (difficulties

encountered in the implementation of the traditional method for this

research), the modified flexible polyhedron search (a type of

Nelder-Mead simplex method) is suggested for finding the optimal

designs. Finally, the D-optimal, A-optimal, and C-optimal designs are

developed for the stochastic one compartment model.

Using computer simulations, the performances of the estimators for

these optimal designs are compared to some standard design strategies

(uniform and conventional spacing) in chapter VI. Five estimation

methods are developed for seven different designs and their

performances are compared in this chapter. Finally, conclusions and

suggested extensions of this analysis are presented in Chapter VII.
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CHAPTER II

A Simple One Compartment Population Pharmacokinetic Model

The one compartment open model is the simplest of the multitude of

pharmacokinetic models. Because of its simplicity, it is probably the

most frequently used model for the study of the statistical properties

of parameter estimators for the pharmacokinetic evaluation of drugs.

However, because of its simplicity, its clinical applications may be

quite limited when the fine details of any process are of interest

(Riegelman, et. al., 1968). However, the values of the model

parameters are of clinical importance with respect to bioavailability,

product design and the estimation of dosage regimens (Rodda, et. al.,

1975). Thus, accurate and reliable estimates of these parameters are

essential. This is a major goal of this research.

II.1. The Deterministic versus Stochastic One Compartment

Models

The deterministic versus stochastic question in compartmental

modeling has been considered in detail by many authors (Matis and

Wehrly, 1979; Chaung and Lloyd, 1974; Lindstrom and Birkes, 1979, 1984).

Almost all of the research in compartmental modeling is based on a

deterministic theory which considers the rate constants and/or the

components of the initial state vector as fixed parameters. However,

factors such as sampling and measurement errors in experimental kinetic

data, environmental effects, variation of patient parameters, and cyclic

fluctuations of the rate coefficients may make the deterministic
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formulation of the compartmental model unrealistic. Thus, Matis and

Wehrly (1979), suggested that the -real world- of compartmental systems

is stochastic and they then formulate a stochastic approach to

compartmental modeling. However, higher order models or stochastic

compartment models are usually intractable with respect to closed form

representation.

There is always a primary problem of deciding how complex a model

must be to achieve a reasonable degree of realism, as compared with the

level of simplicity required to ensure tractability and ease of

interpretation. How should we decide on the correct balance? Some

aspects of models have to be taken for granted, but others are more in

the nature of hypotheses and should be tested (the field of model

discrimination). In this thesis, it is assumed that the model

structure is known and correct. That is, only the parameter estimation

is emphasized.

In the following section we describe the one compartment

pharmacokinetic model and state the assumptions to be used in the

remainder of this thesis.

11.2. Basic Model and Assumptions

The one compartment open population pharmacokinetic model,

sketched in Figure 2.1, consists of a single well-mixed central

compartment (e.g., blood pool) with two population parameters

characterizing it.
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Dose 1

Figure 2.1 Simple one compartment model

V is the physiologic random parameter representing the realized

volume of the compartment (e.g., units of liters of blood) and 11 is the

linear pharmacokinetic random parameter representing the loss of drug

from the compartment (e.g., units of liters per hour). The parameter

Dose is assumed to be known with probability one.

The structural function for this model is assumed to be

f( t) - (Dose/V) exp(-Rt/V) (2.1)

where

= the random vector of characterizing population

pharmacokinetic parameters; E = ty, R)';

the explanatory variable time in hours (e.g.,

time post drug administration in a bolus I.V.

case).

Due to experimental error, the measured concentration in the simple

compartment for the jth animal sacrificed at time ti will not be

the true response f( ti ) but rather cij , that is,

C.. 4Dose/V)exp(-R..t. /Vij ) (1 +Ke..) i=1,2,.m
ij 12 ij ij

with

K = the unknown error parameter;

j=1,2.. ni

(2.2)
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cii= the random experimental error variable.

We now make the basic assumptions about this model:

i) V and R are allowed to vary randomly from one animal to the next,

it is assumed that E(V13 Var)= P (V-.) = a2, E(R.:) = pr, and
13 v IJ

Var(Rip= a2 , and Cov(V..
'
R..) = 0.

13

ii) e is a normally distributed random variable with E( cij) = 0,

Var( e ) = 1.
ij

iii) e is independent of y and R so that Cov(e

Cov( c, R) =Q.

iv) Pharmacokinetic data analysis by previous workers (Landaw,

1980; Beal, 1981) indicate that a multiplicate random error

term is more appropriate than an additive error term. This

assumption also makes for a more stable coefficient of

variation of the observations.

The fundamental problem is then, under the above stated assumptions,

how should we design a destructive type of pharmacokinetic experiment so

as to use the data vector =( C11 C12" Cln C21
...Cmn )t to estimate

pv, urn 6v, cq., and K2 as precisely and efficiently as possible.

For the sake of simplicity and understanding let

0= ( a2 a2 K2
v' r' v' r'

be the vector of parameters we seek to estimate.

As an example of the intractability of the M-estimation method,

we now proceed to find the density function of random variable

=(Dose/y)exp(-Rt/y)(1 + K£ )

under the assumption V ti r(Yv ,Av), rt yr,Ar ), and



e ti N(0,I), with V, R, and E all being pairwise independent.

Using the independence property of R, V, and and the

arguments of the change of variables (Bickel and Doksum, 1977), we

find (see Appendix I)

Yr Yv
1 X A I Dose(1 +KE) yr-1

r v 1 r ic° c°

(---) 50 { log( ) }P(C)
ifTrc r(ydr(yv) t C V

C V .(r -;7) (Yr+YV-1)
V

Dose(l+KO_

exp

e
2

(AvV+-2--)

dV de

14

(2.3)

Because of the intractability of this integral, we cannot express

the density of C in terms of elementary functions. Furthermore, the

inability to compute in simple closed form the mean (E(C)) and

variance (Var(C)) of C is now self evident. In the next section,

two approximate representations of E(C) and Var(C), to be used

in the estimation procedures, will be introduced and discussed.

11.3. Approximate Expectation and Variance

Because great difficulties are encountered in trying to compute the

closed form expressions for E(C) and Var(C), it is necessary to turn to

approximations. As was discussed in Birkes and Lindstrom (1977), the

truncated Taylor series methods can be applied to generate formulas for

approximating the mean and variance functions.

Using a Taylor series expansion of C(t)= f( t)(1 Ke ) about

the true but unknown mean vector p = (

V
'r ) we can write

c(t)= f( u, t) + D( u )'+
2

-1.1)'G(u ,t) ( -P )

R(t,p )} (1 + KC) (2.4)



where

D( p t)

G(p =

3 , t

32 2

3 V a R

3-f (E , t a2f( ,

3 V2 11 avaR

f( t p f(E t

aRav p a R2 1p
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and the remainder 11(t, p ) contains third and higher order partial

derivatives. Taking expectations on both sides of (2.4) obtains

1

E(C(t)) = f(p ,t) + P PG(p t)(E ) ) +H.O.M.

a2f( a2f(i ,

= f(p ,t) + a2 a2 1 +H.O.M. (2.5)
r

a v2 p

where H.O.M. stands for higher order moments.

It might be supposed that by keeping more terms in the series

expansion one would obtain an even better approximation to the true

mean. McArthur (1981) showed three approximating functions for the two-

compartment model and concluded that this is not necessarily the case.

He found that, as more terms are added to the series, the resulting

function more closely approximates the true mean for small values of

time, but diverges greatly from the mean as time increases.

In this research, the higher-order terms (third and higher) are

ignored to obtain two types of approximate expectation for E(C):

(1) The naive approximation (or deterministic model)

E1( e ) = f(1-1 , t)
(2.6)



and

(2) The second order approximation

1 a2f( ,

E2( C ) = f( IL, t) +--{ c2
2

a V
2

92.f( t

a2

r a R2
} (2.7)
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Combining (2.4) and (2.6) or (2.4) and (2.7), obtains an

expression for [C(t)-E(Zt))]. Upon expanding the square of this

expression and taking expectations of both sides, the approximate

variance for the naive approximation (V1( 0)) and the second order

approximation (V2( 0)) is obtained.

After calculating the necessary first and second order partial

derivatives, with subsequent substitution of these quantities into

El( 0), E2(0 ), V1(0 ), and V2(0 ), the following approximate moments:

E1(0 ) = (Dose /}iv) exP(- Prt/ Pv) (2.8)

E2(e) = (Dose/P ){1+(a2/ p2)(1-2p t/P + 1 1a2t2/ 1_2)±02r2/ 1121
v v v r v 2 r v 2 r v

exp(- prt/ Pv) (2.9)

V1( 0 ) = K2(Dose2/ p2v) exp(-2 p
r
t/ P

v
) (2.10)

V2( 0) = 2 2 2 2
_ (Dose 2/ ){ K 2 +(a /P )(1- -r -

t/ B
v'

1

2
+ a2t2/ p2 1.

v v

exp(-2p
r
t/ p

v
) (2.11)

are produced.

In order to simplify the formula, the following reparameterizations

are used in this study. Lindstrom and Birkes (1984) also employed this

same reparameterization technique for obtaining a better numerically

conditioned objective function.

Let
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A =Dose/ p

cv2 = a2/ p2
V V V

6 = Pr/ PI/

. cv2 = a2/ p2"r r r

n = ( A, e , CV 2 , CV 2, K2 )1
v r

Substituting these parameter changes into equations (2.8)-(2.11)

leads to

E1( n ) = A exp(- 8 t)

E2( n ) = A Cl + CV2(1 -2 8 t+1/2 62 t2) + 1/2 cv2 02 t2]exp(- 8 t)

N11( n ) = K2A2 exp(-2 6 t)

V2( n
) A2 K2 + cv2(1_ e + 02 cv2t21Jexp\f -2 6 t)

v r

For a similar model Lindstrom and Birkes (1984) investigated the

accuracy of the approximate moments to the true moments over a large

domain of time values. They found that the deviation of the approximate

variance from the true variance is considerable at larger values of CVv

and CV
r

and at longer times.

Four different combinations of the approximate mean and variance

are considered in the simulation experiments in chapter VI (see

Table 2.1). The first approach, which is called the deterministic

model, is the combination of E1(n) and V1( n) which only involve A, 0

and K2. The second approach was found to be the worst approach in

chapter VI. It uses E2( n) and V1(71 ). The third approach is the

combination of El( n ) and V2( n ). The fourth approach, considered to

be the best by Lindstrom and Birkes (1984), is the combination of E2(n )
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and V2( n).

Since the approximate variances V1( n ) and V2( n ) are dependent

upon the unknown parameters, one can easily see that the classical

estimation methods, based upon the assumption of homoscedastic errors,

needs to be replaced by more sophisticated procedures. A more

sophisticated procedure, based upon a heteroscedastic error structure,

is the topic discussed in the next chapter.

Table 2.1 Four approaches to approximate mean and variance

functions

Approach I Approach II

El( n ), v1( n ) E2( n ), V1( n )

Approach III Approach IV

E1( n ), V2( n ) E2( n ), V2( n )
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Chapter III

Methods of Nonlinear Parameter Estimation

Having constructed a statistical model, one usually wants to

estimate parameters of the unknown distribution which has generated

the data. In the previous chapter, the density function, and the

approximate mean and variance functions of C were presented.

can reasonable estimates for e , u
,

a2 0.2 K2 p be obtained?

Shenton and Bowman (1977) summarize three classes of equations

which arise in estimation problems:

(a) Estimators given explicity in terms of simple functions of the

sample values.

(b) Estimators given implicitly in terms of a fixed number of

statistics, independent of the sample size.

(c) Estimators given implicitly in the form f( ; Nis x2,,x0)=9

in the single-parameter case, and fi( 6; xi, x2,,x0)=0,

for h parameters.

In general, linear models belong to case (a) or (b) such that it

is possible to derive the precise (or asymptotic) sampling

distribution of the estimators (or the estimation procedure), or at

least some of its relevant properties such as the mean and variance.

Unfortunately, the estimation problem of interest here belongs to

case (c). That is, it is impossible to write down the general term for a

moment of an estimator. Also, how can a good estimation procedure which

yields reasonable estimators be chosen? Then given an estimation

procedure, how does one determine the statistical properties of the

estimators? How does one determine whether its bias and variance are
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within acceptable limits? How can its performance be compared to that

of other estimators? In the following sections, two widely used

estimation methods and their attendant problems with respect to this

research will be examined. The less restricted distributional

assumption of the maximum likelihood method - extended least squares

method - will be introduced and employed throughout the remainder of

this work.

For presentation purposes, it is assumed that

E(C(t)) = E(0), Cov(C(t)) = V(0 )

where E( 0) could be El( 0) or E2( 0); and 17( 0 ) could be vi(e )

or V2( 0 ).

III.1. Nonlinear Weighted Least Squares

The method of least squares is the oldest and most widely used

estimation procedure. It was advanced early in the nineteenth century

by Gauss for estimation in problems of astronomical measurement. One

of the reasons for its popularity is that it can be applied in an ad

hoc manner directly to the deterministic model, without knowing the

probability distribution of the observations. The nonlinear weighted

least squares method (NWLS), an extention of least squares, is used

when the model is nonlinear in the unknown parameters and the variance

of the additive error e are not the same for all levels t of the

independent variable.

Model (2.2) can be rewritten as

1 < i <m

Cif =(Dose/Vij)[exp(-Rijti /Vii)3 (1 + /cc. ) < j ni
ij



= f( ti ) (1 + Ke )

= Ei (0) + f( ti ) (1 + KE Ei ( 0)
ij

= E. ( 0) + C*1 -- ij
where

e* = f(i ti ) (1 ÷ KC ) E ( 0)
ij

21

(3.1)

Thus C(t) } is independent with E(a(t) =E(0 ) and Cov(c.(t)) =V(2.)

The weighted least squares criterion is to choose the estimators 6

such that

s( ) = min s( )

(3.2)

m ni
where s( ) = z z (1 / vi( 0 ))(cii -E 1( e))2

i=1 j=1

ED = az, az, K2): 0, a2 0, a2 0,vryr v r v r

and K2 > 0 }

The appropriate differentiability properties of E(0) and V(0 )

can be seen from equations (2.8)-(2.11). Taking the partial derivatives

of S(0) and setting them to zero, yields a set of 5 simultaneous

equations which may not be solvable in closed form (case c as we just

mentioned). It therefore appears not possible at this point to obtain

2 2the formulas for the estimators p
v, , p

r, ,
a
v, , G

r
, and K2 , and

evaluate their statistical properties by the usual theoretical analysis

procedures.

However, many numerical methods of obtaining the parameter values

associated with the minimum sum of squares are available, and many

techniques are now known to improve convergence (Bazaraa and Shetty,

1979). The method we choose to use to find 0 is that of the modified

Nelder-Mead simplex method (Nelder and Mead, 1965; O'Neill, 1971;
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Lindstrom, 1978). The reason for making this choice is explained in

chapter V.

The approximate mean E(0 ) and variance V(0 ) both depend

nonlinearly upon the mean parameters which we seek to estimate.

However, the variance components oV and or may or may not appear in

V( 0) and/or E( 8) (e.g., V2(0) and El(0 )); however, K2 always appears

linearly in V( 0 ). Hence, minimizing the WLS criterion can cause

a2
Ar

c° , a
r

' and always causes K
2

c° under optimization.

This is the major reason for not using the NWLS estimation procedure

for this research. In section 3, a few illustrative computer

simulation experiments are shown, comparing the NWLS estimators with

the ELS estimators.

In linear models, several researchers have compared the maximum

likelihood and weighted least squares methods when the covariance

matrix and parameter vector are functionally related (one of the

characteristics of this study). For instance. Amemiya (1973) considered a

regression model where the variance of the dependent variable is

proportional to the squares of its expectation. He obtained a measure

of the asymptotic efficiency of the weighted least squares estimator

when the dependent variable is either normal, lognormal, or Gamma.

He showed that the asymptotic efficiency is equal to one only for the

case of a Gamma distribution and less than one for either a normal

or a lognormal distribution. Jobson and Fuller (1980) developed a

weighted joint least squares method which is asymptotically equivalent

to the maximum likelihood estimation. They conclude that as long as

the model is correct and the errors are iid normal, then the MLE is

preferred to the weighted joint least squares methods.
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Some of the known properties of the maximum likelihood and

extended least squares methods in the nonlinear models are now

presented.

111.2 Maximum Likelihood and The Extended Least Squares

Estimation methods

The method of maximum likelihood makes sense only in regular

parametric models. Suppose that P(y, 0) is the frequency or density

function of 1 if 0 is true and that 0 is a subset of some k

dimensional space. The likelihood function is
n

L(y, 0) = II P(yi , 0)
i=1

Fisher introduced the concept of estimating 0 from the

observations by finding 0 such that for 0 e ED

L(y, 0) > L(y, 0 ) (3.3)

There are at least two possibilities. If ED is a discrete set,

then search L(y, 0) for the 0 which makes it largest. If L(y, 0 ) is

once continuously differentiable for 0 in some interval, then it is

well known that zero values of the derivative of the likelihood in

general locate stationary values. That is, we solve

Slog L/ a 0

for admissible values of 0 0 60). It is possible for

more than one solution to exist.

The generalization to simultaneous maximum likelihood estimators

is clear; we seek solutions to (3.3) where 0 =( 01,
1

e
h
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In practice we consider solving

a log Ida 6. = 0 j =1,2, h, 6. e

Recall that a sufficient condition for an extremum to also be

a local maximum is that the matrix ( slog L/De.ae.) be negative

definite or negative semi-definite.

However, in practice, derivative based iterative schemes for

solutions may fail to converge (as may also be the case in single

parameter estimation), and the problem is greatly magnified when

more parameters are estimated. In reality, the solution search

belongs to techniques of numerical analysis, and these now co-exist

with scientific computer programming.

In any case, the maximum likelihood estimator is well known to be

consistent and asymptotically normal under suitable regularity

conditions. It is also known to be asymptotically efficient relative

to most other consistent asymptotically normal estimators (Cox and Hinkley,

1974; Beal, 1982). This is a strong argument for using the MLE when the

sample is large. The MLE does not usually possess any optimal properties

for small samples. It is generally neither unbiased nor efficient,

although it is sufficient when a sufficient statistic exists. Sampling

experiments have shown, however, that the maximum likelihood method

produces acceptable estimates in many situations. Whereas better methods

may be available in specific cases, a powerful argument for the use of

the maximum likelihood method is the generality and relative ease of

application.

Applying the MLE method in model (2.2), the likelihood function

of C(t) is



Yr Yv
1 Ar Av m mi

1 Yr)rm ; Yr+Yv-1
L(C(t); 0) = II II v.

r(yr)r(yv) i=1 j=1 ti o iJ
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3.4)

V.
i4C. V. (Ar Dose(l+Ke,) Yr-1 c

1J ij t
1 {log } dV de

Dose(l+Ke..) C. V. 2

The integrals involved are apparently impossible to express in

terms of elementary functions. An approximation to the likelihood

function is necessary to compute the NLE estimates. Lindstrom and

Birkes (1979) considered the simple one compartment model (assuming Vij

is a known constant, V, in the population and all ni are 1 in

model 2.2) and obtain two approximate likelihood functions by

approximating the density of Cij by a truncated Grahm-Charlier

expansion (Lindstrom and Birkes, 1979). This method is very

complicated and costly to use. Computer costs become prohibitive

when their methods are extended to the current model of interest.

Due to the relative unreliability of the nonlinear weighted least

squares fitting criterion for the stochastic models, and the need of

strong distributional assumptions in applying the maximum likelihood

method, Beal (1974) proposed a method standing between the maximum

likelihood and naive pooled data methods (simple least squares) that

does not rely on strong distributional assumptions, and yet is more

reliable than the naive pooled data method.

Suppose the model is (3.1), that is,

Ci = E1 (2) ÷
eiJ

where f( ti) (1 KEij ) - Ei ( fL)

then {Cij } is independent with E(C(t))=E(0 ), and Cov(G(t))=V( 0 )

There are parameters in E( 0) and \-7( 0) whose values are to
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be estimated. The extended least squares criterion is to choose the

estimates 0 such that

where

u(c, 0 ) = min U(C, 0 )

0 e

(3.5)

U(C, 0) = E Elogdet Vi(0 ) + (Ci Ei(0 ))TV1i(0 )(Ci Ei( 0 ))]

i=1

where

Vi( = V( 8 , ti) Ii; Ei( 0 ) = E( 0 , ti) 12;

cl = [cif, Ci2, , C4_.]; and
L"1

is the nixni identity matrix and 12 is the nixl identity vector.

It may easily be seen that equation (3.5) is similar to the

standard multivariate normal likelihood (MNL) equation. In fact,

under the assumption of independent identically distributed normal

errors, Beal (1974, 1982) proved that the ELS and MNL estimates are

identical. However, the ELS estimation methods does not require a

distributional assumption any stronger than knowledge of the first two

moments of C. Based on only this knowledge, Beal (1932) showed that

the ELS estimation is consistent and asymptotically normal under

suitable regularity conditions. The additive term {logdet Vi( 0)} is

interpreted as a penalty function- necessary to not have all variance

components approach infinity under optimization.

We can rewrite (3.5) as
m ni

U(C, 0 ) = E n;log v. + (c, - E.)2/v. }

1=1
ij

n.

= E nilog Vi + (1/V.) El i(Ci.C1)2 + (ni/Vi)(7 Ei)2 )

i=1 1 j=1

n.

where C. r: (1/n.) EiC..
.

j=1
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and identify a type of -pure error- weighted sum of squares and a

type of -lack of fit- weighted sum of squares respectively.

Assuming the appropriate differentiability properties of

E( 0) and V( 0 ), the following five extended normal equations for

this particular pharmacokinetic model are obtained:

au m n. 3V, ni (C..- E. (C..- E.) aV, DEi.E11.
- Z

3.3 3.

ally 0 i=1 Vi ally j=1 Vi
{

13 1 1

Vi
+ 2 -- i

1 aliv
ally

au ni 3Vi ni (Ci- Ei) (Ci.- Ei) 3Vi 3E.

. z
m

{.-- --- - E { + 2 1

Dur e i=1 vi Dpr j=1 Vi 1.73.. 311r

--:
Sur

3U m ni ni
=E {--

3a2 i
e i=1 v aa2

v

E1) ) 3V. 3E.ni (c. - E1) (C .- -1. 1 1
}I J i r

1
ij + 2

30.22
V .
1

aav vj =1 Vi

3U m ni avi ni (Cif- Ei) (Cii- Ei) 3Vi aE.

---- .. z 1.-- z { -.' +2 --2:- }

aa2
30'2 e 1=1 v. aa2 J=1 vi vi acr

rr 2. r

DU

3K2

m n 3V.

=

i=1 vi aK2

ni (C,.- Ei)2 3vi

j=1 VI
3K2

e

=o

= 0
0

) =o
0

} =o
0

J=0
0

In view of the intractable nature of equations (3.6)-(3.10),

(3.6)

(3.7)

( 3 . 8 )

(3.9)

(3.10)

it is not possible to derive closed form representations for 1Iv

Imir, ov, GI.2 , and K
2

so that their properties can not be discovered

in a straight forward fashion as is often the case in linear models.

Currently, all that can be done in practice to discover the properties

of the ELS estimators, is to apply the ELS estimation procedure to a

large number of simulated data sets generated by the computer as though

they were obtained from real experiments. This yields a set of point
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estimates 0 of ( Pv , Pr , , K2 )'. Replicating the series of

experiments as many times as is desired, our estimates will form a

large sample drawn from the sampling distribution. This simulation

data can be used to estimate the mean, variance, and other properties

of the sampling distribution. The following section illustrates one

such simulation study.

111.3 Comparison of Parameter Estimates for The NWLS and ELS

Estimation Methods

A small scale simulation study was undertaken to compare the NWLS

and ELS estimators of the parameters

2 ( pr.
a2 a2 K2 If

v
a a , ./

V r

Thirty data sets with samples of size 24 were generated for

model (2.2) with

E(a(t)) = E2( 0 ) =(Dose/p ){1+( a2/ p2)(1-2P tip
2

L )

v
12- 2N

v v r r
1 , ,+p`-t 11'./1 exp(- p t/p )
2 r v r v

2/112){,c2+(a2 412)(1....p t/ p
v

COV(g.(0) = V2( e ) = (Dose
v v r v

exp(-2 p
r
t/p

v
)

The parameter values and error variances used in the simulation

study were as follows (Digoxin data, Ayres, 1983):

2 a2t2421
r v

Dose = 87.5 ug, p = 43.75 liter, p
r

= 8.75 liter/hr,

a2 = 43.066 liter, a2 = 1.7227 liter/hr, and K2 = 0.04
v r

with Pr = E(t), a2 = Var(R), p
v
= E(V), and a2 =Var(V).

R ti r (p , a2 r ( u a2 )9 and e ti N(0,I)
r V V

with R. V, and e being generated as independent random deviates.
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These values reflect a 15% coefficient of variation in both the

volume and drug renal excretion rates, i.e., CVv =CVr =0.15.

In addition, we serially sacrifice 2 subjects at each of 12 time

points ti (0.0, 0.15, 0.3, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 8.0,

10.0, 12.0 hours)

The IMSL random number generators GGAMR and GGNQF were used to

generate the random values Rij , Vij and c., which were then used in

model (2.2) to give the simulated drug concentration Cij at time ti .

All function minimizations were carried out using the modified

variable polygon (Lindstrom, 1978), with the true parameter vector

used as a starting point. All parameters were constrained to be

nonnegative.

The results of the simulation study are presented in Table 3.1.

The means and standard errors of the 30 estimates of

v r
a
2

, a
2 , and K2 were calculated for each method, along

with the minimum and maximum estimates obtained for each.

From Table 3.1 it can be seen that the ELS estimators perform

much better than the NWLS estimators for all five parameters. Clearly,

the ELS estimation method is able to produce good estimates from such

data. The NWLS estimators are totally unreliable in this case. Most

likely the fact that K2 4. 00 makes all the other estimators

worthless. Since the subject of nonlinear parameter estimation is vast

in its scope (Bard, 1974), we confine our attention here to the

ELS estimators, the ELS method is certainly not recommend as the only

approach worth considering.



Table 3.1 Means, standard errors, minimums, and maximums of 30

Estimation
method

estimates of

UV

p p

P
r

02 02 and

a 2

K2

2
ar

K 2

true value 43.75 8.75 43.066 1.7227 0.04

Mean 44.0219 8.9080 48.3187 1.9822 0.0095

ELS SE 0.3008 0.1067 8.2528 0.2770 0.00228

Min 39.8996 7.7721 0.0 0.0 0.0

Max 49.0270 10.3032 188.5931 5.2009 0.0457

Mean 2.902 0.6541 3.6186 0.00016 1.486 x 109

NWLS SE 1.6629 0.3543 1.9027 0.00149 1.727 x 109

Min 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0329

Max 39.2108 8.3611 50.8716 0.0045 > 1010
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Chapter IV

Bias In Nonlinear Estimation

It is well known that the bias in the parameter estimates is a

function of the nonlinearity of the model, the experimental design

adopted, and the magnitude of the experimental error. Thus, if the

biases can be computed prior to performing the experiments from which

the parameters are to be estimated, then it is possible to design

minimum bias experiments" or minimum mean square error experiments".

However, is it possible to derive formulas for the bias in the ELS

estimates for the stochastic one compartment model?

As was discussed in the previous chapter, it is not possible to

derive closed form representations of 0 . Hence, bias can not be

determined easily and "exactly" by using theoretical methods and the

algebra of expectations. Recall that bias is defined as E( 0 0 .

Also, can we derive the asymptotic bias by straightforward algebra? It

has been proposed (Box, 1971; Shenton and Bowman, 1977) that the

asymptotic bias can be reduced by choosing a function f which removes

the first correction term in the bias of the MLE of nonlinear parameter

estimators. For example, Box (1971) relates the asymptotic bias in a

nonlinear regression model to the difference of two nonlinearity

measures proposed by Beale (1960). Gillis and Ratkowsky (1973) have

applied Box's measures and found that the method of Box is a useful

predictor of bias in maximum likelihood/least squares estimators of

parameters of nonlinear regression models. Hence, it may be possible

to improve the MLE's of the parameters by using Box's procedure to

correct for bias. Since ELS and MLE estimates are identical under the
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assumption of iid normal error, it is necessary to discuss Box's

measure of bias in nonlinear estimation.

IV.1. Box's Measure of Bias

In view of the difficulties of exact calculation of the bias for a

simple nonlinear model, Box (1971) used a three term Taylor series

approximation to the model and then estimated quantitatively the

expected bias in parameter estimates obtained by using a MLE/GLS

criterion for optimization.

It is assumed that

11 f Xt1 ,8 ) ju
i= 1,2,... k

where u=1,2,... n

(1) the forms of the k models fi(xu , 8) are known;

(2) yu ={yiu} is a vector of the values measured for the k responses

in the uth experiment;

(3) xu ={x.ju } is a vector of the values measured for the, say, s

independent variables in the uth experiment;

(4) 8 =( 8 ,e ...., 8 )' is a vector of the p unknown parameters;
1 2

,

P

(5) e={ 61) is an nkxl vector of random errors from a multivariate

normal distribution with E( E 1=0, E( E ,E. )=0 unless u=v, and

(u) iu iu JIT

E( e. , a. )=: G. , so that the vector of observations in the uth
iu ju lj (u)

experiment has the variance-covariance matrix, Eu r.:f. a.j . haid

Box assumed the parameter estimate 8 to be of the form

= 8 + A c + [ c73.1 E 961132 c , ,e'B c }' (4.1)

where the matricies A and Bi (i=1,2,...p) are pxnk and
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nkxnk respectively, and A and the B's are to be determined. As Box

indicated this assumed form has the necessary property that when the

random errors have zero variance, the expectation of the discrepancy,

i.e., the bias, is zero.11

Using the Taylor series approximation to the model and extensive

algebra, Box derived a formula (equation (2.20) of his paper) for the

approximate bias in the MLE/GLS estimates 6 as

where

and

E( ¢ )= -1/2 VF' E m (4.2)

(1) = 8 - e denotes the discrepancy in the parameter estimate;

Ea

E2
E =

E
n

F = nkxp matrix of first derivatives of f(x, 6);

V = (F,E F) is the variance-covariance matrix of the

parameter estimates;

m = { tr(H11V), tr(1112V) tr(HukV) 1';

Hui = pxp matrix of second derivatives of the ith response

model with respect to its p parameters at the conditions

of the uth experiment, evaluated at 8

In the linear model, 8 = (VX)-1X'Y = 8 + (X'X)-1X' E

Hence, A = (X1X)-1X'
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Since all the H's are zero for linear models, the bias

(equation 4.2) is zero, as is well known. It will also be noted that

even if just one response is nonlinear in the parameters, then in

general all the parameter estimates are biased.

An attempt to extend the procedure of Box (1971) to the case of the

bias in the ELS estimates in the one compartment model was made.

However, the following four reasons make the direct calculation of the

bias in the ELS estimators impossible

(1) the variance-covariance matrix Cov(C(t)) and parameter vector

are functionally related (unlike Box's assumption).

(2) the computations involving first and second derivatives of

all the responses with respect to all the parameters are

almost intractable.

(3) the presence of the penalty term, logdet Vi( 8 ), in equation

(3.5) adds terms not found in Box's formulas, thereby further

complicating the analysis for the estimators. For example, o

explicity appears in linear and quadratic combinations in

several denominator positions (see equation (4.8)).

(4) What structural form of the parameter estimate e should

be assumed? The form Box assumed (equation 4.1) was based on

the independence of 8 and e

For example, consider an ELS parameter estimate e , es should

satisfy the extended normal equation. that is,

m n. n.(C. -E.(8 ))2 ni(C..-E.(8 ))
1(6 El ii

I(8 ) 2 E
a.j F(e )} = o (4.3)

i=1 v(6 ) j=1 vi(e )2 j=1 vi(e )
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where
D V. D E

I( 6 )= , F( 0
0 De

Assume the models can be adequately represented by Taylor series

expansions in powers of (1) truncated after second-order terms, then the

residuals can be written as

13
C..
13

-E.
1

( e ) = e.. -F( 0 ) - 1/2 G

where
D2E.

G( 6 )=
1 d,

T

Also to this degree of approximation

F( 8 )= F(8 ) + G

D V.

17( )= v( e ) + Tye( e - e )= v( e ) + I( e ) (1)

I( e )= I( e ) +BI(8)( e - e )= I( 0 ) + .7( 8 )

a e

Substitution of (4.4)-(4.7) into (4.3) yields

(4.4)

1 2m n, (I(0) + J(6)0 ni(Ei4 F(0)(1) ,G.)

-L - I J 41 me) + J(00
1=1 (Vi(6) + I(0)40 j=1 (Vi(6) + IMO`

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

n.(c. - F(0)(1)
1GO 2

-2 E
lj 2

(F(6) + G)1 = 0

CV(8)

The difficulties in attempting to calculate any approximate form of

the ELS bias, i.e. E( ), for a stochastic one compartment model can be

justified from simply observing equation (4.8).

The method of Box is used to predict the bias in NWLS and ELS

estimates for our particular model, that is, when the covariance matrix

and parameter vector are functionally related.
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Using Box's approach, the tedious computation of the bias for a one

compartment model can be seen from the simplest deterministic model.

The dependency of the denominators on (I) is temporarily ignored and the

denominators are treated as constants. That is, only the third

component in equation (4.8) is considered at this point in time.

Recall model (2.2) and assume

E(C(0) = El( e ) 4Doset11) exp(- Prt / Pv)

and

cov(c.ft» = v1( e ) = K2(Dose2i pv2 ) exp(-2 Pr t/ Pv)

Hence the bias is approximately

E( e - e ) = -1/2 VF1E-lm

where

6 Pv' Pr )t

F. = (Dose/112)(P - 1)exp(-p t./P ), -(Dose t /p2)exP(-11 t /P )
v riv r v v r v

=
1

.
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Data has been chosen from the same simulation study as indicated

in chapter 111.3. However, the estimation procedure is different, that
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is, the variance components a2, 02, and r2 are assumed known, the
v r

mean parameters uv and lir are the only parameters we seek to estimate.

The results of the simulation study are presented in Table 4.1. The

means, standard errors, minimums, and maximums of the 30 estimates are

shown for each method and each estimator, along with the estimated bias

of Box's method.

It can be seen that the calculated biases using Box's method

underestimate the true biases. (Although, it is not serious.) These

results are expected, since Box's approach assumes that the covariance

matrix and parameter vector are unrelated and this assumption is not

true for model (2.2). Besides, the ELS function consists of the extra

first and second components in equation (4.8) and the NWLS function also

includes the extra second component in equation (4.8). It is also

noted that the different approximate mean and variance functions,

E1( 0 ) and V1( ), reach the same conclusion as stated in section 3

of chapter III. That is, the ELS estimators generally perform better

in comparison to NWLS estimators.

Due to the difficulties in calculating exact or approximate

representations of the ELS bias for a stochastic one compartment model,

the inclusion of a bias term in the selection of an experimental design

criterion is impossible at this point in time. However, from equation

(4.2), it is seen that the selection of an experimental design criterion

which minimizes the generalized variance a widely used experimental

design criterion - also tends to reduce the biases, although the two

criterion are not, in general, optimized by exactly the same set of

experimental conditions.

As Box (1971) indicated, the standard error in any



Table 4.1 Comparison of actual bias and Box's calculated bias

for NWLS and ELS methods ( pv = 43.75, pr = 8.75 )

Estimation
Method

Parameter Mean SE Min Max Bias
From

Simulation
Calculated
Box (1971)

41.7376 0.5024 36.8136 45.5205 -2.014 -0.03045

NWLS
P
r

8.0282 0.1224 6.5031 9.5747 -0.7218 -0.1214

1.1 43.4118 0.5186 38.3432 47.3258 -0.3382 -0.0294

ELS
v

Pr 8.3628 0.1267 6.8003 9.9706 -0.3872 -0.1148
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parameter estimate is an order of magnitude greater than the bias in

that estimate, therefore, the traditional view that the standard error

of any parameter estimate is more important than the bias in the

estimate is confirmed. Therefore, minimized generalized variance is

treated as a better experimental design criterion than some minimized

measure of bias (Box, 1971; Galil and Kiefer, 1977). That is, assume

the model is correct and the bias is negligible. It can be seen from

Table 3.1 and 4.1 that this assumption is -realistic- for ELS estimators

of and d Ur. The classical experimental design criterion which

minimizes some function of the generalized variance is employed in the

next chapter.

Before proceeding to develop the optimal experimental design for

the one compartment model, a brief discussion of the possibility of

using the jackknife approach for reducing bias in nonlinear estimation

is given.

IV.2. Jackknifing for Bias Reduction

Over the past twenty years considerable research has been devoted

to studying the properties of the jackknife technique which was

introduced by Quenouille as a method for bias reduction. Miller (1974),

Hinkley (1978), Duncan (1978), and Efron (1979) give an excellent review

of the subject.

The jackknife method is a useful tool for theoretically reducing

systematic bias and for calculating an estimate of standard error. The

procedure is distribution free, not requiring a normal error distribution

or even homogeneous errors for its approximate validity. In this
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section, the jackknife method is carried out for checking its validity

of improving the ELS estimators.

The jackknife procedure may be defined briefly as follows.

Assume e = g(cil ,c12 Cmn
) is the vector of ELS estimates

(assume the closed form of the parameters of interest 8 exists),

and let 6 denote the vector of ELS estimates of 8 when the ith data

-1

point (Cij ,ti ) is deleted from the sample and define the

pseudo values

N 8 - (N-1) N=ni +n2 +...+nm (4.9)

An adjusted form of 6 is the jackknifed estimate

N

8J= f = 1/N E Pi = N 8 - (N-06
1=1

N .

where 6 = 1/N E 0 .

-1
1=1 .,

A distribution-free estimate of the variance of 6
J

is

(4.10)

1

E 1713
-P) (Pi

T7')'
Var( 6 ) - N(N-1)

1=1

If, as is usual, 8 has bias of the form

al (8) a2(6) ye)
E( 6 ) - 8 +-+

N N2 N3

Then
a,(6) a (8) a,(6)

E( - 6 + 2 + +

N-1 (N-1) 2 (N-1) 3

Hence
a (6)

EC N 8 - (11-1)e .3 - 6 = - 2 +
-1

N(N-l)

so 8J has bias of order N-2

Under mild regularity conditions, Miller (1974) showed that

6 8 - e
both Aiarc and

(4.11)

N co

ej
Var(^ )

6J

, so that an approximate confidence interval for 6 can be

are asymptotically standard normal as

obtained by using a normal approximation to either pivot.
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Hinkley (1978) showed that these asymptotic results are reliable in

small samples and with the sensitivity of the jackknife to deviant data

values.

To illustrate the use of the jackknife technique in ELS estimation

consider the data in Table 4.2 which was simulated from model (2.2),

that is,

C. =(Dose/V.13 )(exp(-R.1.t.
1

/V. .)7(1 + KEl..
j

)13 13
i=1 ..... m

j=1,...,ni

with the same parameter values and error variance used in chapter

111.3, i.e., Dose=87.5, 8 = ( 43.75, 8.75, 43.066, 1.7227, 0.04)' .

Table 4.2 Illustration data

t C t C

0.0 2.2876 2.0 1.2881

0.25 2.5525 3.0 1.3846

0.5 1.7403 4.0 0.9434

0.75 2.1391 6.0 0.4240

1.0 1.1790 8.0 0.5721

1.5 1.3190 12.0 0.1361

The ELS estimates of the parameters were found using the modified

variable polygon algorithm to be

= (40.3453, 8.8332, 63.14, 1.8245, 0.0323)'
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The 12 individual pseudo-values are calculated according to

equation (4.9) for A . The jackknifed estimate of the vector 6

is then the average of the 12 pseudo-value vectors, or

8 = (31.2162, 9.7569, 317.596, 0.7063, 0.1497)'

The variance of A is calculated as per equation (4.11) yielding

SE( lavj ) = 6.41, SE( Urj ) = 1.30, SE( a2 ) = 34.96,vj

SE( a2 ) = 2.78, SE( K2 ) = 0.047.
rj

These results demonstrate the same conclusion that Hinkley (1978)

found; namely, -jackknifed estimators can have very large haphazard bias

compared to the original estimators-.

The reason for obtaining such haphazard bias for ej is unknown.

However, employing small samples in the jackknife approach may be one of

the reasons for obtaining these haphazard estimators. Since ej = N e -

(N-1) 6 , the sample size -N- does play an important role in calculating

the jackknifed estimator. The response variables Cij are not

identically distributed. Lack of identically distributed errors, a

fundamental assumption of the jackknife approach, may be another

reason.

In another study2l, the simulation model with an additive

error term was used in calculating the ELS and jackknifed estimates, 10

simulation experiments, each of sample size 30, were run. e and ej

were computed and similar conclusions, as previously stated, were

obtained; namely, the bias of e was not improved compared to that of

2j Unpublished preliminary bias reduction studies in ELS estimation

methodology development.
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Due to the risk of large haphazard bias in using the jackknife

procedure in small samples and the consideration of computer cost, the

jackknife procedure was not used in the remainder of this research.
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Chapter V

Optimal Designs for the Stochastic One Compartment Model

Before we proceed to find the ELS estimators for the stochastic one

compartment model (2.2), an optimal experimental design for this model

needs to be located. If experiments are not carefully planned,

the experimental points may be so situated in the space of the variables

that the estimates are not only imprecise but also highly correlated.

Once the data is collected, a statistical analysis, no matter how

elaborate, can do nothing to remedy this unfortunate situation. Hence,

the purpose of this chapter is to develop the optimal experimental

designs for model (2.2) such that measurements C can be taken at

optimal sampling times- to obtain the best estimates of 0 .

A substantial literature has accumulated on the theory of optimal

designs, particularly in the area of optimal linear regression design.

There have been two parallel tracks of development; one of these is

associated particularly with the names of Kiefer and Fedorov who were

concerned more with general mathematical theory, the other is G. E. P.

Box who was concerned more with developing methods for tackling applied

problems. Although the aims of the two developments were different,

there is considerable overlap in ideas, and this overlap has become

more apparent in recent years when there has been more emphasis on

developing tools for applying the Kiefer-Fedorov theory.

The optimal linear regression design is now firmly established and

there are few remaining problems connected with it. The same cannot be

said of nonlinear theory. Much empirical and theoretical work remains
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to be carried out before the behavior of general methods of constructing

designs for nonlinear estimation problems is fully understood.

For a detailed bibliography on (local) optimal design in linear and

nonlinear regression, see Mead and Pike (1975), St. John and Draper

(1975), Ash and Hedayat (1978), Federer (1980), Landaw (1980), and

Atkinson (1982).

V.1. Theory of Optimal Experimental Design

V.1.1. General Optimality Criteria

In their original form (Kiefer, 1959; Fedorov, 1972) optimal

experimental designs were concerned with the linear model

p
E(y(x)) = r, (x, 0 ) = 0' f(x) = E eifi(x)

i=1

with Var(yi(xi)) = f = ( fl, f2, ye are

known functions, and the parameters are estimated by least squares.

Hence, a best linear unbiased estimate of 0 =(01, 02, ..,813)' from N

trials is

0 = M-IY

where the matrix M is assumed to be nondegenerate and equals

N N

M = wif(xi)ft(xi) ; = w.y
i
f(x.)

i=1 i=1

ofand . 1/

The dispersion matrix of the estimator 0 is

(5.1)

Coy ( 0 ) = M-I

The best linear estimate of the function n (x, 0 ) at an arbitrary

point x is

(x, 0 ) = 0' f(x)
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with

Var( ri(x, 0 )) = d(x) = fqx)M-lf(x) (5.2)

It is natural to want to call a design -optimal- when the matrix

M-1 is as small as possible, that is, we are concerned with the choice

of lc-1 , (i=1, N) to minimize various functions of M. Different

objectives have led to various optimality criteria for the choice of the

-best- design. Some of the commonly used criteria are:

(1) D-optimality: choosing a design d* which minimizes det M-1.

This minimizes the generalized variance of the parameter estimates .

That is, if the errors in the observations are normally distributed,

the D-optimal design minimizes the volume of a fixed level confidence

region for 0 .

(2) G-optimality: choosing a design d* which minimizes d( E ) =

max d(x,)11, that is, it minimizes the maximum variance of the
x ex
predicated response over the design region. The Equivalence Theorem

(Kiefer and Wolfowitz, 1960) states the equivalence of D and G-

optimality.

(3) A-optimality: choosing a design d* which minimizes trace M-1, so

that the sum of the variances of the parameter estimates is minimized.

However, this criterion is not invariant with respect to any

nondegenerate linear transformation in the space of estimates of the

parameters. Therefore, from the mathematical point of view, A-

optimality is less useful than the D-optimality or G-optimality.

1/ The difference between d(x, E ) and d(x) is the design measure

notation which is discussed in the next section. Comparing with

equation (5.2), d(x, E ) = f'(x)M-1( E )f(x).
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(4) E-optimality: choosing a design d* which minimizes the maximum

eigenvalue of M.

(5) L-optimality: This is the design which minimizes trace(BM-I) for

fixed choices of a non-negative definite matrix B. When B=I, A-

optimality is obtained. When the B matrix is diagonal with ith

diagonal entry equal to 1/62 (6
i
A 0), then C-optimality is obtained,

such that the average squared coefficient of variation of the

parameter estimates is minimized.

Under any linear parameterization, M-I, derived from the linear

model, depends only on the quantities xi, (i=1, N) and does not

depend on the results of the measurement y, nor on the unknown values of

the sought parameter 0 . However, this is generally not the case for any

nonlinear parameterization.

Let n (x, 0 ) be nonlinear in 0 with Var(y-(x-)) = a2. The method

of nonlinear weighted least squares can be assumed for parameter

estimation. Then, under the assumption of the appropriate

differentiability properties, let the function n (x, 0 ) be smooth in 0

in a neighborhood of the true value of the parameter 00. One readily

finds that

0 = o + m1( o )Y (5.3)o
where

M( 0 ) = E w.f(xi3O )

i=1 1
N

Y = E wi(yi - n(xi, 20))f(xi3O )
i=1

f(x, 0) = Dn(x, 0)/D01
2=

= a2wi

and coy( 0 ) M -1(0 )10.0 (5.5)

Unlike linear regression, the dispersion matrix of the estimator

(5.4)
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(equation 5.5) for nonlinear regression depends on the value 8 , and

thus cannot be predicted prior to the performance of an experiment

without some prior nominal estimate of 8. We can, however, make use of

the fact that the function n(x, e ) is smooth near 20, and therefore

f(x, 0 ) f(x, 0 ) for 0 4. 00
From (5.4) and (5.6), it follows that

M(0 = m( 0 )1

e =20 e

or
-1

Cov( 0 ) = M-1( 0 )
=

V.1.2. The Design Measure Approach

(5.6)

In both linear and nonlinear optimal design, the concept of "design

-
measure can be introduced for the comparison of design efficiencies

independent of the actual number of data points in the design. That

is, consider the discrete design measures:

E (x) = pi if x = xi i=1,2

0 , otherwise
n

with E pi = 1. The points xi are the points of support of (x), and

i=1

the pi are their respective proportions. This approach greatly

simplifies the theory for computing optimal designs and allows the

specification of a design without reference to the total number of

sample points. Then, the optimal design of experiments is reduced to

the search for a design E
*
minimizing various functions of M-(8

However, any exact N trial design would require that Npi (the number of

independent replicates at xi) be rounded off to the nearest integer.

This is the so called -approximate theory- by Kiefer.

From a practical point of view, the object of considering the
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approximate theory is to help with the more intractable N-observation

design problem. Suppose that an optimal design measure has been

found, supported on a finite set of points. If N is relatively large

compared with P (the number of unknown parameters), a near optimal design

can be found from an integer approximation to N C . Wynn (1972) has

shown that by -rounding off- the N to the nearest integer, the

resulting design is within order 1/N or 1/N 2 of minimizing the chosen

functional of M-1 for all N-point (exact) designs. However, if N is not

large relative to P. then often any approximating N obtained in this

way may be far inferior to the exact optimal design. Eandemer and Nagel

(1978) and Nagel (1978) have investigated the problem of when the

approximate design is a poor indicator of the structure of the exact

design for small N.

After introducing the concept of -design measure-, the

corresponding notions of the normalized information matrix i0( ),

normalized covariance matrix Cov( 0, ), and normalized variance of

the response surface estimate d0(x, ) are respectively

I0( ) = E p.w.f(x., 0 )f °(xi, 0 ),

Cov( e

d
0
(x,

, )

)

= 11-18 ( ) ,

= f'(x, 0 )M-1( )f(x, 0 )

Since the matrix depends on the unknown values of the

parameters 0 , then, in general, we cannot a priori construct D-optimal

designs. The best we can do under these circumstances is to construct

optimal designs under the assumption that the true values of the sought

parameters are given to us, i.e., 10= 20. This indicates that the

D-optimal design for a nonlinear parametrization is a function of the

unknown parameters 0 . In order to emphasize this fact, the design
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( ) is called a local D-optimal design (Chernoff, 1953). Hence, we

attempt to find E ( 20) which minimizes some real valued function of

-1M ( ).
8

At first sight, it may seem strange that in order to use this

scheme, one must initially have estimates of the parameters; after all,

it is the purpose of the experiment to obtain such estimates. Actually,

however, this paradox is merely an example of the fact that any

experimental design uses the experimenter's beliefs about the situation

being studied. The scheme is thus efficient if the experimenter turns

out to be nearly right. In general, the more one initially knows, the

better he can design experiments, which is exactly in line with a

Bayesian point of view . As has been pointed out by Box and Hunter

(1965), -if nothing is known about the experimental situation, then,

strictly speaking, no experiment can be planned-.

V.1.3. Equivalence Theorem

An important step in the theory of optimal experimental designs was

made by Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1960) when they gave, for linear models, a

result now known as the Equivalence Theorem. This theorem has bridged

the apparent gap between considerations of design optimality based on

parameters versus response surface considerations. It shows the

equivalence of the following three requirements on the optimal measure C :

(1) The design minimizes det M
8
1( E )

(2) The design E minimizes d( ) max d ccx, )

*
xex

(3) d( E ) = P, the number of linearly independent parameters in the

model.

Furthermore, the information matrices of all designs satisfying
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(1)-(3) are identical. Any linear combination of designs satisfying

(1)-(3) also satisfies (1)-(3).

The third criterion provides a valuable tool for checking that a

design is D- or G-optimal, as well as for developing algorithms for

construction of such designs. (see, for example, Atwood, 1973, 1976;

and Fedorov, 1972)

Fedorov (1972) and Kiefer (1974) extended this theorem to -General

Equivalence theory- for optimal designs. This theory includes that

previously developed in the case of D-optimality (Kiefer-Wolfowitz), as

well as L-optimality (Karlin-Studden-Fedorov), E-optimality, and

criteria arising in response surface fitting and minimax extrapolation.

The Equivalence Theorem was extended to nonlinear models by White

(1973). In order to formulate an analogue of the Equivalence Theorem

for the more general model, White proposed the function

d (x, E ) = tr{I(x, e ) M-I( E ) 1
e

whenever MG( E ) is nonsingular

I(x, ® ) is an PxP matrix whose (i,j) entry is

3 ai..lj (x, e ) = E
Y
{[

ae.
---log p(y(x))] [ log p(y(x))]}
30.

The proof of the Equivalence Theorem for nonlinear models

is an extension of that of Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1960) and Kiefer

(1961) for the linear model.

V.1.4. The construction of optimal designs

Construction of the optimal design can be tackled by standard

numerical methods (Wu, 1978). From the conceptual point of view, one of

the simplest methods could be a direct search for the minimum of some

given function of M-1( E ) subject to pi > 0, E pi = 1. However, for
0 i=1
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the solution of this extremal problem those methods will be very slow in

convergence. Since the collection of variables with respect to which

it is necessary to seek the extremum grows very quickly with the growth

of the number of estimated parameters p, such problems have led

statisticians to construct special numerical methods for obtaining

optimal designs.

Fedorov (1972), based on the Equivalence Theorem, developed a special

algorithm for numerically constructing optimal design measures. (For a

full proof and algorithm, see Fedorov, 1972, and Silvey, 1980). This

early algorithm was criticized on the grounds of its slow convergence and

various suggestions have been advanced for speeding up convergence; see

Atwood (1973), Silvey and Titterington (1973), and Wu (1978). However,

what is important about an algorithm is not so much that it converges,

but that it is effective in the sense that it generates an arbitrarily

close solution to the local optimum and that this approach is reasonably

fast.

Due to a different parameter estimation method and the complexity of

the model, the basic Fedorov algorithm used for constructing optimal

design measures is not applicable for this research. The main reason is

that the extra term
1

1 a V2(0) a v2(e)
2 (V2(0))2 3 8i a ek

in M1( ) (this will be derived in next section) voids using the

General Equivalence Theorem. There is then no easy check on the

optimality of any proposed designs.

Hence, in this research, the problem of optimal design algorithms

is treated from the general viewpoint of optimization theory and

algorithms. The flexible polyhedron search method is used to locate the
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local optimal designs.

This techique has proved to be an effective strategy, and is easy

to implement on a digital computer. It permits the simplex

to alter in shape and thus no longer stays a simplex; hence the use of

the more descriptive name -flexible polyhedron-. The main drawback

to the method is that it may require large amounts of computer time

especially if there are many variables in the objective function.

This algorithm has been coded in an ANSI standard FORTRAN subroutine

NELMIN by O'Neil (1971). Lindstrom (1978) has made several corrections

and tested its usefulness in solving several nonlinear models. Frome and

Yakatan (1980) also applied this technique for statistical estimation of

the pharmacokinetic parameters in the one compartment open model. They

reached the same conclusions that Lindstrom (1978) found; namely,

the advantages of the flexible polyhedron method is that inequality

constraints are easily imposed and it is insensitive to the choice of

starting values. However, the inherent danger in the flexible polyhedron

method is that the simplex may collapse, for example, if the

optimization surface has a long, narrow, very steep walled valley with

an extremum lying down on the floor of the valley and that a component

of the gradient in the region of the extremum is small in one direction

and very large another.

V.2. Asymptotic Variance-Covariance Matrix

As was concluded in chapter IV, the model (2.2) is assumed correct

and the bias is assumed to be negligible in the selection of an

experimental design at this point in time. Design criteria such as
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the D-, A-, and C- optimality, which are the major concerns in this study,

naturally consider only the sampling variance. As mentioned

previously, it is impossible to derive formulas for the ELS estimates

and the associated estimated variance-covariance matrix as is the usual

case in a simple linear statistical model. Hence, in this research, the

asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of parameter estimates is employed

to obtain the optimal sampling designs.

Theoretically, if C11, C12, ' Clni C21""'
Cmn are independent

"

multivariate normal distributed with E(C(0) = E2( 0 ), and

Cov((t)) = V2( 0 ), then it is well known (Bickel and Doksum, 1977)

that asymptotically

where

Cov( 0 ) =M1
0

M
0
= E{[dlog p(a. 0 )/d 0 ]1Cdlogp(g., 0 )/d 0 31

m 1 A2(0) A2(0) 1 1 3V2(0) 3\72(0)

= E ni{ +
1=1 V2(0) @ej Mk 2 ( v2(0))2 aej ae

k

J = 1,2 5 ; k = 1,2, 5 ;

1 (5.7)

N = n1 + n2 +.... + nm

note that the second components, due to the covariance matrix and

parameter vector, are functionally related to the first components.

As Lindstrom and Birkes (1984) indicate, this asymptotic normal

based log likelihood Hessian is equal to the ELS Hessian which is

obtained by multiplying our ELS function by 1/2 and then forming the

expectation of the Hessian matrix. This then provides us with a way of

generating an optimal design that minimizes the function of the

asymptotic covariance matrix.

The information matrix M
0

can be modified to the normalized



information matrix MO( ), as discussed previously, by considering

discrete design measures:

E(t) = pi, if t = ti

0 otherwise

with E pi = 1 and pi = ni/N.
i=1

Hence,

i = 1,2,..., m

55

1
DE2(0) DE2(0) 1 1 W2(0) 3112(0)

M ( E ) = E Pi {
1 (5.8)

0 1=1 172(0) DO De 2 (V2(0))2 ae, ae

See Appendix II for the components of the gradient of E2( 0 ) and

V2( e ), that is, aE2( 0 Val) and aV2( 0 )/a0 for

e =( p p 0.2 0.2 K2)1.
v r v r

Since M ( E ) depends on 0 and thus cannot be predicted prior to
0

the performance of an experiment, some prior nominal estimate of 0

0 , must be externally supplied. It is important to emphasize thatnom
the optimality of a design depends on the assumed correct nominals for

the vector of unknown parameters e (Chernoff, 1953). Besides, the

construction of optimal designs will be based on the reasonable hope

that designing an experiment to optimize the asymptotic covariance

matrix will be near optimal with respect to the true covariance matrix.

Because the design for nonlinear models depends upon the parameters,

a sequential scheme with allowance for updating the parameter estimates

is sensible, such as that described by Box and Hunter (1965). In their

procedure the experiments are designed in groups with reestimation of

the unknown parameters using all currently available data. The next

group of experiments is then designed using the revised estimates of the

unknown parameters. However, the usual sacrificial type pharmacokinetic

experiments often prohibit the formal notion of a sequential design and
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limits the number of samples and available sites for sampling. Hence,

the primary concern in this thesis will be simply the design of single

optimal experiment in the presence of prior information, i.e., the first

step in a sequential design.

V.3. Development of Optimal Designs for ELS analyzed data

It is well known that an optimal design measure need have no more

than P(P+1)/2 points in its support (Fedorov, 1972), P is the number of

unknown parameters. Landaw (1980) presents some situations such that

the number of support points can be dropped to about P(P+1)/4. Hence,

how many supporting points should we have for model (2.2)? What is the

probablity measure at each point?

It is better to plot the surface of Me-1 ( ) over the sample space

nom
first, this will give some idea of what the surface looks like and where

to choose the initial estimates and their respective initial step sizes.

However, it is clear that this is not possible here. Hence, three

initial trial designs with a uniform probablity measure at twelve time

points were set up to get a -preliminary- idea of the local optimal

designs.

V.3.1. The One Compartment Pharmacokinetic Model

In addition to the FORTRAN function -FX-, subroutine NELNIN also

requires user supplied values START(I) to initiate the procedure, STEP(I)

to define the step size, ICOUNT to set the maximum number of cycles the

variable polygon may go through, and REQMIN the maximun RMS deviation of

the parameters in parameter space about its centroid. Appendix III
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presents a set of subroutines that have been used for computing the D-,

A-, and C-optimal design measures for the stochastic one compartment

models.

The following procedures were used in obtaining the "preliminary"

local A- and D-optimal design measures for various values of the

starting points. The results are shown in Table 5.1:

(1) Set a prior nominal value of 0 , such as P
v
= 43.75, P

r
= 8.75,

a2 = 43.066, a2 = 1.7227, and K2 = 0.04, for the unknown

parameters in M( ).

(Note: In any actual situation encountered with real data the

estimators ® will most certainly not assume the true population

parameters but will assume some vector of values lying

hopefully -close- to e )

(2) Assume the first supporting point t1 is always equal to zero, and

the other sampling times can be taken on 0.0 < ti < 24.0 for

i = (Lindstrom and Birkes, 1984), i.e., the initial

design measure is

=

0.0 = t1 I t2 I t3 I .... I t12 < 24.0

0
P1 p2 p3 p12

12

i=E

pi -12= 1, pi = 0.083, i = 1,...,11, = 0.087

1

(3) Set the step sizes for each time point and probability equal to 0.05

and 0.01, respectively. These are the values for STEP. The

value for ICOUNT was set equal to 999. (It is obvious that this

number is too small; however, this is a -preliminary- study) and

REQMIN = 10-9.
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(4) Use subroutine NELMIN to obtain the preliminary local A-, and D-

optimal designs.

As seen in Table 5.1, the supporting points for the preliminary

local optimal designs are summarized as clusters. That is, a set of

closely grouped times forms a cluster, and each cluster is replaced by a

single design point whose time is the weighted average of the times in

the cluster and whose proportion is the sum of the cluster proportion.

Although the optimal solution for A- criterion has not been

obtained from either of the starting designs, it can be seen from

Table 5.1 that they have a similar trend of clustering around the time

points 0.0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 5.0, and 12.0. Similarly, the optimal

solution for D-criterion has not been obtained from either of the

starting designs. For example, starting from the first initial design,

the D-optiMal has time points clustered around 0.0, 1.3, 6.6, and 13.24,

but they are clustered around 0.0, 3.5, 6.1, and 12.5 for the second

starting design. Comparing the preliminary
-
solutions for A-optimal

design with the D-optimal design, it seems that the former obtains

closer solutions from the different starting designs than the latter

does. Galil and Kiefer (1977) mentioned -It's not unusual for

designs that are optimal for one criterion to be near optimal for

another.- It is too early to make the same conclusions from these

preliminary results.

From Table 5.1, it is easy to see that modification should be made

on the numbers of time points and the value of ICOUNT for achieving the

optimal solution. Table 5.2 gives three -new- starting design points

for finding the D-, A-, and C- local optimal designs. Starting design

IDl places more points in the -absorptive- and early stages of the



Table 5.1 -Preliminary- local optimal designs
one compartment model

Initial design Number of
calls to
function

Optimality
criterion

t.
1

= 0.0, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 999 A
4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0,

t. =

8.0,

0.0,

9.0,

0.25,

10.0,

0.5,

12.0

0.75, 999
1

1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0,

t. =

4.0,

0.0,

6.0,

1.0,

8.0,

2.0,

12.0

3.0, 999 D
1

4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0,

t- =

8.0,

0.0,

9.0.

0.25,

10.0,

0.5,

12.0

0.75 999 D

1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0,

4.0, 6.0. 8.0, 12.0

for the stochastic

1
t.

pi
t.
1

pi

1
t.

p.
1

t.
1

pi

t-

pi

t.
1

pi

t.
1

pi
t
1

pi

Local optimal design

0.0
0.1574

5.0

0.0445

1.0
0.0847

9.0
0.0254

2.2
0.4163

12.8

0.1050

2.8

0.1667

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.3

0.1684 0.1029 0.1026 0.3415
5.0 12.4

0.1626 0.1220

0.0 0.3 1.25 1.41

0.2369
3.33

0.0005

0.0875
6.64

0.2041

0.1976
7.84

0.0226

0.1172
13.24
0.1336

0.0
0.3427

6.1

0.1324

2.0

0.0268
12.5

0.3052

3.2
0.1091

4.1

0.0838

1/ Twelve time points with uniform probability constitute all of the initial design.
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Table 5.2 Initial supporting (starting) points for locating the
D-, A -, and C-optimal design measures 11

Design Times and probability measures

ID1 0.0, 0.15, 1.0, 2.0, 3.5, 6.0, 8.0 ,12.0
with pi = 0.125 i = 1,2,...,8

ID2 0.0 0.3 1.25 1.41 3.33 6.64 7.84 13.24

0.2369 0.0875 0.1976 0.1172 0.000 5 0.2041 0.0226 0.1336

ID3 0.0, 1.5, 3.0, 4.5, 6.0, 7.5, 9.0, 12.0
with pi = 0.125, i = 1,2 ..... 8

I/ Due to computer cost consideration, only starting design ID3 was
used for locating the D-optimal design measures.

"elimination phase-, and a few points in the final stage of the

elimination phase. This is the so called "conventional design-. Design

ID2 results from "preliminary" D-optimal design when ICOUNT = 999. The

third starting design ID3 includes the uniform spacing of the sampling

times between 0.0 and 9.0 and time point at 12.0. In addition, the

value of ICOUNT for the following computer runs was increased to 9999.

Table 5.3 summarizes the local D-, A-, and C- optimal designs

for the stochastic one compartment model. The final D-, A-, and C-

optimal designs are called D-optl, D-opt2, D-opt3, A-opt2,

C-optl, and C-opt2 respectively.

Since it is impossible to give a mathematical proof of the

convexity of the function det M-I ( ) or to draw the contours of
nom

det M-1 ( E ) for a region of the 14-dimensional space t-1 , p1 .,
nomom

i = 8, the uniqueness of the local D-, A-, C-optimal design for

this study is unknown.

Inspection of Table 5.3 reveals that D -optl, D-opt2, and D-opt3

do not converge to the same solutions. The supporting points for



Table 5.3 Local D-, A-, and C-optimal designs for the stochastic one
compartment model

Initial
design

ID1

Optimality
criterion

D

Number of
calls to
function

6189

Final
function
values

185793.81 ti

G1

0.0 1.43

Local optimal design

G2

2.89 7.65

G3

18.65

pi 0.1166 0.4308 0.0167 0.0385 0.1613

t.
t

0.46
pi 0.2361

11)2 D 4696 37790 t. 0.0 6.2 18.22

pi 0.3316 0.206 0.4624

5377 95179.08 ti 0.0 2.87 5.5 16.6

pi 0.2885 0.1285 0.0844 0.4986

ID1 A 4306 60038.5 ti 0.0 1.38 3.9 6.63 7.48 12.45

pi 0.3065 0.4487 0.0129 0.0213 0.1839 0.0267

ID2 A 6086 59845.6 t. 0.0 1.38 1.41 6.86 13.42

Pi 0.2937 0.148 0.274 0.2378 0.0465

ID1 C 3118 789.7 t. 0.0 1.26 3.23 5.58 7.47

Pi 0.0714 0.1532 0.3447 0.3428 0.0878

ID2 C 5836 753.27 t. 0.0 1.44 4.33 5.49

Pi 0.088 0.2737 0.244 0.3943
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each design can be roughly divided into three groups. The first group,

Gl, is in the -absorptive phase-. The second group, G2, is just after

the -peak concentraion" and in the middle of the -elimination phase-.

The third group, 0, is in the final elimination phase.

As mentioned previously, a set of closely grouped times forms a

cluster, that is the reason for having only three supporting points for

D-opt2. Although it is well known that a non-degenerate design need

have at least p points in its support, the unknown parameters 11 P

a2 ,

'

a2
r

and K2 are contained in the mean E2( 0 ) and covariance

function V2( 0 ) such that a non-degenerate design can have less than p

points in its support. For example, if a sample of size 24 were set up

for D-opt2, one should approximately allocate 8 subjects at time 0.0, 5

subjects at time 6.2, and 11 subjects at time 18.22, if the true

parameter values are assumed as nominal values, then the eigenvalues of

-1 *M ( E ) can be computed as (0.000676, 0.07849, 0.46863, 6.8731,
-nom

3979.292).

M.J. Box (1970b) and Landaw (1980) found that the number of points

of support for an optimal design for nonlinear regression is often the

minimal number needed for a nondegenerate design - namely, one samples

at as many points as there are parameters to estimate. But, for the

ELS derived design, it is expected that the number of points of

support for a local D-optimal design need have 2.5-5.0 points as a

minimum set for M-I( ).
0-nom

Although ID1, ID2. and ID3 didn't converge to the same local D-

optimal design, the supporting points of D-opt2 and D-opt3

have approximately the same probability at each group, that is;

about 30% of the samples should be taken at time zero, 20% of
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the samples are placed in group G2, and the remaining. 50% of the

samples are put into group G3. However, in comparison, the final

function values for D-opt2 and D-opt3 were 37790 and 95179.08

respectively.

In order to compare the estimation precision of D-optl, D-opt2, and

D-opt3, the standard deviations of parameter estimates based on )

-nom
are compared , and the results are tabulated in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4 The asymptotic standard deviations of parameter estimates for
D-optl, D-opt2, and D-opt3 (Assumed nominals are Pv = 43.75,
1-11, = 8.75, a2 =43.066, 0-2 = 1.7227, and K2 = 0.04. Assume
Dose = 87.5 and 24 sample

r
points.)

Design SD( pv) SD( i.1r) SD( Cr'l ) SD( (32) SD( tc2)

D-optl 1.2448 1.5744 90.749 3.7988 0.0337

D-opt2 0.7894 0.999 63.0176 2.4848 0.0359

D-opt3 1.2156 1.3626 72.161 3.1855 0.0325

It is clear from these results that D-opt2 gives better estimates

2
5

ar
"2for 11v, 11r 9

aV and than does either D-optl or D-opt3. Although

the standard deviation of K2 based on D-opt2 is larger, the difference

is not significant.

Comparing the approximate standard deviations of the parameter

estimates and the function values of M-(E* ), D-opt2 is considered to

be better than D-optl and D-opt3. Because of Box's (1970) and Landaw's

(1980) conclusions about the number of supporting points for an optimal

design, and the consideration of computer cost, D-opt2 is assumed to be

the local D-optimal design for this compartment model at this point in

time.
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Table 5.3 reveals that the points of support of the A-optimal

designs also cluster into three groups, Gi, G2, and G3, similar to

those of the D-optimal design. However, the D-optimal design places

more probability at G3 than the A-optimal design does. Comparing the

final function values and the design measures, it seems that ID1 and

ID2 converge to -the same" local A-optimal design. Similar conclusions

apply to local C-optimal designs, with the exception that supporting

points only concentrate on groups G1 and G2. Based on the smaller

final function values, A-opt2 and C-opt2 are chosen and assumed to be

the local A- and C-optimal designs for this one-compartment model.

A comparison of the estimation efficiency of the local D-, A-, C-,

and other design rules are given in the next chapter.
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Chapter VI

Discovering ELS Estimator Properties by Simulation Modeling

In this chapter a large scale simulation study was carried out to

investigate and compare the sampling properties of the ELS parameter

estimators with respect to : (1) four different combinations of the

approximate mean and variance of the response variable which are used

in the ELS function and were discussed in chapter 11.3 (see Table 2.1),

and (2) seven types of spacing and -replicates- of the design points:

D-optimal, A-optimal, C-optimal, conventional (design I, II, IV in

Table 6.1), and uniform designs. In order to do this, blood digoxin

data was first simulated, and then analyzed. The results were then

compared with the known values used in the simulation.

VI.1. Generation of Simulation Data

Recall that (equation (2.2)) the jth observation (animal)

sacrificed at the ith time point ti is assumed to have the functional

relationship on time as

C.. = (Dose/V--)exp(-11--t-/V..)(1 + KC..) (6.1)
3.3 ij 3.3 3

One hundred data sets with samples of size 12 or 24 were generated

for this model and the seven types of sampling time designs illustrated

in Table 6.1.

As was done in the small scale simulation studies mentioned in

chapter 111.3 and 1V.2, Dose and K were assumed equal to 87.5 ug and 0.2



Table 6.1 Sampling times and numbers of replications for seven types of
experimental designs

Design type Total
sample
size

Design I

Design II

12 t.
1

n.1

12 t.
1

n.1

Design III 24 t.

(uniform) n.

Design IV 24 ti

(conventional) n
i

Design VI/ 24 t.

(D-optimal) n-
1

I

Design VIi/ 24 t.
1

(A-optimal) ni

Design VIII" 24 t.
1

(C-optimal) n
i

Sampling times and design measures specification

0.0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 12.011 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0.0 0.15 0.3 0.6 0.8 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 8.0 10.0 12.011 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 12.0

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

0.0 0.15 0.3 0.6 0.8 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 8.010.0 12.0
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

0.0 6.2 18.22

8 5 11

0.0 1.38 1.41 6.86 13.42

7 3 7 6 1

0.0 1.44 4.33 5.49

2 7 6 9

1/ 24 Total samples are to be taken, if the 24pi are not integer values, it is
"rounded off" to the nearest integer (i.e., apportioning the 24 samples to
the points of support in as close proportion to pi as possible).
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respectively. Random values of V and R were obtained from independent

Gamma distributions ( pv = 43.75 liter, al27 = 43.066 liter, pr= 8.75

liter/hr, a2 = 1.7227 liter/hr) using the IMSL random number generator

GGAMR. In addition, the random error term e was generated using the
41.

IMSL standard normal deviate generation routine GGNQF. These values

were then used in equation 6.1 to give the simulated drug concentration

at time ti, Cij.

Representative experiments (simulation data) from each of the

experimental designs are plotted or tabled in Figures 6.1-6.4 and Table

6.2. The plots were made using the OSU statistical package SIPS. The

ordinate values are simulated blood plasma digoxin concentration in

ug/cm3 while the abcissa values are time in hours post bolus I.V.

injection. The parameters used in equation 6.1 to give the simulated

drug concentrations at time ti, Cij, are the same in all seven designs.

Before going into a detailed presentation of the properties of the

ELS estimators as a function of design and sample size, the approximate

estimated standard deviations of the parameter estimates based on M-1( )

nom

are computed and compared for the seven designs. Table 6.3 is used as a

preliminary indicator of the estimating ability of these seven types of

experimental design.

From Table 6.3 one sees that the best possible approximate

estimated standard deviations for the parameter estimates p p s a29 &2vrvr
and IC2are 0.7894, 0.999, 63.0176, 2.052, and 0.0308 respectively. The

D-optimal design, i.e., design V, appears to be generally "best" with

respect to smallest standard deviations of the parameter estimates.

Designs I and II, as expected, give poor performances for each parameter

estimated standard deviation. Comparing designs I, II with III, IV, the
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Figure 6.3 Representative experiment of design III
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Table 6.2 Representative experiments of designs V, VI, and VII

Design, Y Design 21. Design yII
ti c1..

j ti cii .
t. cij .

0.0 1.957 0.0 1.957 0.0 1.957

0.0 3.970 0.0 3.970 0.0 3.970

0.0 2.163 0.0 2.163 1.44 1.462

0.0 2.645 0.0 2,645 1.44 1.673

0.0 2.111 0.0 2.111 1.44 1.498

0.0 1.456 0.0 1.456 1.44 1.036

0.0 2.422 0.0 2.422 1.44 1.642

0.0 2.229 1.38 1.495 1.44 1.469

6.2 0.5654 1.38 1.302 1.44 1.288

6.2 0.3214 1.38 1.070 4.33 0.5125
6.2 1.067 1.41 1.918 4.33 1.342

6.2 0.4737 1.41 1.456 4.33 0.7343
6.2 0.4865 1.41 1.178 4.33 0.6870

18.22 0.04406 1.41 1.911 4.33 1.088

18.22 0.05633 1.41 1.684 4.33 0.9333
18.22 0.07495 1.41 1.178 5.49 0.6037

18.22 0.03762 1.41 1.536 5.49 0.6244
18.22 0.02762 6.86 0.4450 5.49 0.6222
18.22 0.01244 6.86 0.3050 5.49 0.4487
18.22 0.2029 6.86 0.9316 5.49 1.120
18.22 0.04070 6.86 0.4172 5.49 0.5524
18.22 0.03628 6.86 0.4723 5.49 0.6437
18.2 2 0.07868 6.86 0.7365 5.49 0.9645
18.22 0.06813 13.42 0.1615 5.49 0.6722

Table 6.3 Asymptotic standard deviations for parameter estimates for
designs from Table 6.1. Assumed nominals are Pv= 43.75

Design Sample
Size

Pr= 8.75,

SD( uld

62= 43.066, a2= 1.7227, and K2
v r

SD( 13r) SD( qr) SD( (3)

= 0.04.

SD( 122)

I 12 4.9886 1.7175 136.395 3.5419 0.04546

II 12 5.1834 1.9920 137.492 3.6834 0.04754

III 24 3.5248 1.0458 100.621 2.052 0.03088

IV 24 3.6652 1.4085 97.2213 2.6045 0.03361

V 24 0.7894 0.999 63.0176 2.4848 0.03592

VI 24 3.3886 1.1526 114.317 2.4018 0.04152

VII 24 9.4056 1.5471 277.856 5.3916 0.07695
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differences of the standard deviations are roughly the classical 2

factor as the sample size increases to 24.

In summary, the major results here seems to be that we should do

well in estimating 11 and p since SD(u ) and SD( r) are well below
V r V

1/2 their respective true parameter values for all designs. However,

the accuracy of the estimators 141;2,;2 , and K2 are doubtful, since the
V r

SD( a cr ),), SD( and SD( K2) are larger than the parameters themselves.

VI.2. Description of The Methods

Actually, five estimation methods are considered in analyzing the

simulation data. The first four methods are the ELS estimation

approaches, which are developed by combining various components of the

approximate mean and variance of response variable into the ELS

function. The last one is the nonlinear least squares approach

customarily used by most pharmacokinetic researchers. Each method has

its own objective functions as follows:

m ni

11 = E { n.logV1. + (1/V11) I (Cij -Ci)2 + (n./V1.)(U--E1.)2
i=1 j=1

ni

12 = I
ij
ZnilogVli + (1/V1i) E(C-.)2 + (ni/V1i)cCi-E202 I

i=1 j=1

n.

1
3

= n.logV2. + (1/V2i)
ij

-C1)2
-

3.
+ (n./V2.)(E-E1-)2 }

1=1 j=1

n.

14 = I
ij

n.logV2- + (1/V2i) El(C :E.)2 + (ni/V2:)(E.-E2.)2
1=1 j=1

m n.

1 5 = I El (Cij -El
i

)
2

i=lj=1
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The pharmacokinetic parameters Pv. 11r, os2.7, a2, and the error

parameter K2 in equation 6.1 are then estimated for each experimental

design and each method.

VI.3 Main Algorithm for Data Analysis

The following algorithm is used in obtaining the mean and standard

errors of the 100 estimates of p , p , a2, a2, and K2 for each designVrVr
and each method, along with the minimum and maximum estimates obtained

for each. The results are presented in Tables 6.4-6.10. The steps are:

(1) Use the modified flexible polyhedron search method to obtain ELS

estimates.

(2) Use the true parameter vector as a starting point, i.e., set A =2.0,

0=0.2, CV2 =0.0225, CV2 =0.0225,
v r

0K 2 =0.04 as the values for

START, and set the step size for each parameter equal to 0.1, 0.05,

0.005, 0.005, and 0.005, respectively.

CV2{ Note: after estimators A, , CV2, and CV2 are obtained, the

set of original estimators p
V

, p
r

,
v
a2, and a2 are transformed

by p = Dose/A 11 = (Dose/A) 0
v r

Q2= (Dose /A)2CV2 ;2 = (Dose /A)2CV2 }

v v r r

(3) All parameters are constrained to be nonnegative.

(4) The values for ICOUNT and REQMIN are set equal to 999 and 10-9,

respectively.

(5) Go back to (1) and repeat this loop 100 times.

After repeating steps (1)-(5) 100 times the "sample means" of p ,

p , ;2, 2, K2 and their associated sample standard errors are

calculated by the usual statistical definitions.



Table 6.4 Means, standard errors, minimums, and maximums of 100 estimates of

p p a2, and K2: design I
v r v r

Estimation
Method

U
v 1-1

r
a2 a 2

r
K2

True value 43.75 8.75 43.066 1.7227 0.04

Method 1 Mean 43.386 8.731 0.054

SE 0.419 0.086 0.0027

Min 33.792 6.002 0.013

Max 55.794 10.991 0.155

Method 2 Mean 49.656 9.929 1882.09 34.899 0.063

SE 1.910 0.227 780.25 8.652 0.0041

Min 30.337 5.911 0.0 0.0 0.0132

Max 148.374 19.804 57945.192 583.629 0.269

Method 3 Mean 43.023 8.816 56.653 1.625 0.023

SE 0.436 0.090 9.797 0.308 0.0025

Min 31.424 6.749 0.0 0.0 0.0

Max 56.067 11.481 772.283 20.605 0.0872

Method 4 Mean 43.788 8.894 75.006 1.894 0.021

SE 0.477 0.095 14.078 0.334 0.0025

Min 31.737 6.589 0.0 0.0 0.0

Max 57.537 11.999 1008.784 20.332 0.0934

Method 5 Mean 43.047 8.883 0.0958

SE 0.508 0.123 - 0.0062

Min 32.244 6.377 0.0199

Max 57.607 12.569 0.4114



Table 6.5

Estimation
Method

Means, standard errors, minimums,
p , u o2, 02,
v r v r

v

and maximums of 100 estimates of
and K2 : design II

2a a2 K 2

v r

True value 43.75 8.75 43.066 1.7227 0.04

Method 1 Mean 43.782 8.668 0.059

SE 0.405 0.086 - 0.0028

Min 35.328 6.157 0.0127

Max 56.787 11.028 0.161

Method 2 Mean 55.988 9.507 3259.24 31.25 0.071

SE 2.362 0.197 1032.04 7.979 0.0047

Min 35.346 6.123 0.0 0.0 0.0131

Max 162.133 18.758 76747.075 491.92 0.2539

Method 3 Mean 42.84 8.723 43.898 1.666 0.024

SE 0.401 0.083 5.639 0.410 0.0027

Min 34.149 6.711 0.0 0.0 0.0

Max 55.703 11.24 272.031 34.123 0.1196

Method 4 Mean 43.884 9.057 69.947 5.64 0.022

SE 0.460 0.154 18.162 3.137 0.0027

Min 33.912 6.794 0.0 0.0 0.0

Max 64.435 20.314 1723.639 300.123 0.1033

Method 5 Mean 43.079 8.924 0.1021

SE 0.474 0.128 - 0.0067

Min 32.863 6.541 0.0166

Max 56.590 12.199 0.4516 ---1
4=,



Table 6.6 Means, standard errors, minimums, ans maximums of 100 estimates of
02, 02, and K2: design III

v r v r

Estimation
il 11

02 02 K2
Method v r v r

True value 43.75 8.75 43.066 1.7227 0.04

Method 1 Mean 45.711 8.677 0.0799

SE 0.441 0.051 - - 0.0030

Min 37.671 7.515 0.0272
Max 59.139 10.029 0.2099

Method 2 Mean 54.341 8.806 6398.78 65.826 0.3042

SE 2.977 0.238 3975.48 38.655 0.0590

Min 27.481 0.272 0.9 0.0 0.0443
Max 250.981 20.495 > 10J 2879.079 5.528

Method 3 Mean 43.478 8.692 47.115 1.373 0.0107

SE 0.285 0.037 5.570 0.097 0.0017

Min 36.164 7.817 0.0 0.0 0.0

Max 50.546 9.723 367.527 3.874 0.0717

Method 4 Mean 44.118 8.747 52.352 1.524 0.0090

SE 0.308 0.038 5.990 0.115 0.0016

Min 36.474 7.846 0.0 0.0 0.0

Max 52.699 9.816 383.303 4.667 0.0639

Method 5 Mean 43.193 8.747 0.0212

SE 0.485 0.057 0.0016

Min 31.331 7.472 0.0018

Max 53.405 10.553 0.0797 -4
ul



Table 6.7 Means, standard errors, minimums, and maximums of 100 estimates of

Estimation
Method

p gp
v r

v

,a2,02, and
v r

r

K2: design IV

02 02

True value 43.75 8.75 43.066 1.7227 0.04

Method 1 Mean 44.438 8.544 0.0710

SE "0.282 0.066 0.0024

Min 38.196 6.994 0.0216

Max .53.469 10.256 0.1626

Method 3 Mean 43.325 8.756 42.764 1.474 0.0073

SE 0.152 0.052 3.343 0.131 0.0012

Min 39.714 7.272 0.0 0.0 0.0

Max 47.153 10.050 171.564 4.697 0.0688

Method 4 Mean 43.992 8.861 47.759 1.646 0.0077

SE 0.160 0.056 4.051 0.143 0.0013

Min 39.900 7.209 0.0 0.0 0.0

Max 49.027 10.303 190.533 5.201 0.071

Method 5 Mean 42.974 8.965 0.0498

SE 0.295 0.101 0.0030

Min 35.671 6.967 0.0090

Max 50.017 11.805 0.1481



Table 6.8 Means, standard errors, minimums, and maximums of 100 estimates of

Estimation
Method

p
v

uv

a2, G2, and
r v r

Pr

K2 : design V

a2 a2 K2

True value 43.75 8.75 43.066 1.7227 0.04

Method 1 Mean 49.021 8.801 0.188

SE 0.460 0.062 0.007

Min 39.981 7.614 0.0552

Max 64.335 10.472 0.4643

Method 3 Mean 43.503 8.484 45.736 1.295 0.0218

SE 0.296 0.057 4.851 0.108 0.0029

Min 36.133 7.176 0.0 0.0 0.0

Max 49.338 10.039 242.993 5.781 0.1556

Method 4 Mean 43.922 8.758 52.302 1.698 0.0147

SE 0.294 0.056 5.587 0.156 0.0022

Min 36.414 7.603 0.0 0.0 0.0

Max 51.922 10.459 293.418 8.652 0.1439

Method 5 Mean 42.885 8.734 0.00027

SE 0.353 0.075 0.00003

Min 35.956 6.932 0.0

Max 52.140 10.574 0.0015



Table 6.9 Means, standard errors, minimums, and maximums of 100 estimates of

Estimation
Method

P P
v r

P
v

a2, and
v r

P
r

K2 : design VI

a2
v

a2
r

K2

True value 43.75 8.75 43.066 1.7227 0.04

Method 1 Mean 43.908 8.586 0.0633

SE 0.287 0.074 0.0021

Min 37.983 6.601 0.0199

Max 52.228 10.285 0.1226

Method 3 Mean 43.960 8.840 52.254 1.728 0.01657

SE 0.206 0.062 10.921 0.202 0.0280

Min 39.719 7.277 0.0 0.0 0.0

Max 53.518 10.584 1021.902 12.760 0.1436

Method 4 Mean 43.156 8.753 40.544 1.395 0.01636

SE 0.181 0.056 5.055 0.134 0.00253

Min 39.043 7.345 0.0 0.0 0.0

Max 49.048 10.391 283.628 5.345 0.136

Method 5 Mean 42.999 9.016 0.01025

SE 0.278 0.107 0.00096

Min 36.134 6.891 0.0001

Max 49.705 11.916 0.0466



Table 6.10 Means, standard errors, minimums, and maximums of 100 estimates of

pv
p
r
, 02, a2, and K2 : design VIIvr,

Estimation
Method

ur a2av a2 K2

True value 43.75 8.75 43.066 1.7227 0.04

Method 1 Mean 43.758 8.709 0.056

SE 0.416 0.057 0.0018
Min 35.503 7.313 0.0216
Max 52.061 9.731 0.1154

Method 3 Mean 43.997 8.776 44.245 1.773 0.0076

SE 0.286 0.041 5.179 0.149 0.0010
Min 36.298 7.461 0.0 0.0 0.0

Max 51.242 9.682 231.504 7.068 0.0447

Method 4 Mean 43.133 8.780 42.590 1.603 0.0083

SE 0.287 0.041 4.561 0.140 0.0012
Min 34.869 7.487 0.0 0.0 0.0

Max 50.672 9.687 211.962 6.073 0.0435

Method 5 Mean 43.172 8.779 0.0100

SE 0.451 0.062 - 0.0013
Min 32.286 6.988 0.0

Max 53.866 10.488 0.0578
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Listings of all computer programs appear in Appendix IV.

Because methods 1 and 5 only generate estimates for p , p , and
v r

K2, the estimates for a2 and or are missing. Due to the complexity of

estimating the error variance for K2, the residual mean squares is

used as the estimate of K2 for method 5. In addition, estimation

method 2 is only used for designs I, II, and III, for reasons to be

explained in the following section.

VI.4. Results and Discussion

VI.4.1. Comparisons of Bias and Variability Among All Designs

An examination of Tables 6.4-6.6 showed that method 2 gave the

poorest performance in terms of largest bias and estimated variability.

These results were expected, since under method 2 the variance

components CV 2 and CV2 (i.e., and a2 ) are estimated from E2( n )

only. The approximate mean function E2( n ) contains the variance

components CV 2 and CV 2 which do not appear in the approximate variance

function V1( n ). McArthur (1981) observed and discussed this same

phenomenon while analyzing data for a two compartment pharmacokinetic

model by the ELS method. The second method should therefore not be

included in any future research.

It is clear from Table 6.4 (design I) that the estimates of a2,

0.2

r'
and K 2 based on method 3 give better results than do those from

method 4. For example, the estimates of ( ov, or, K2) are (56.653,

1.625, 0.023) for method 3, (75.006, 1.894, 0.021) for method 4, and the

true values are (43.066, 1.7227, 0.04). In the case of mean parameter

estimates, we found that method 4 returned slightly better estimates
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for T.'

v
(comparing 43.788 with true value 43.75, and other estimates are

43.386, 49.656, 43.023, and 43.047 respectively), however, method 1

produces the best estimates for p
r
(comparing 8.731 with true value

8.75).

(Note: the word -better- here means that the bias and standard

error are smaller).

For design II (Table 6.5), essentially the same conclusions for the

2
estimates of av, ar, and K2 can be made that were made for design I. Of

the five methods associated with the mean parameter estimates for either

designs I or II, none seems to emerge as being preferable to the others

in so far as the accuracy of the estimates is concerned.

In the case of designs III and IV (Table 6.6-6.7) we see essentially

the same phenomenon. The only difference may be that with designs III

and IV, as the sample size increases to 24, the average estimates of 6l1

and a
2
are slightly better when compared with designs, I and II. For

2 2
example, the estimates of (av, ar) for method 4 are (75.006, 1.894) for

design I, (69.947, 5.64) for design II, (52.352, 1.524) for design III,

(47.759, 1.646) for design IV, and (43.066, 1.7227) for true values.

For designs V, VI, and VII (Table 6.8-6.10), we again see generally a

similar phenomenon. It seems that the optimal designs did not gain the

extra efficiency in estimating the mean parameters.

In general, it seems that method 4 performs a little better in

estimating uv in comparison to all the other methods; while (51-Hwas

estimated better by method 3. However, it is apparent that there may

not exist a -super-optimal design- or -super-estimation method-, which

2
would estimate -best- for all parameters Pv, Pr, av, or, and K 2

simultaneously, for this stochastic one compartment model.
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All of the above analysis concluded the same facts which Sheiner

et. al. (1977), McArthur (1981), and Lindstrom and Birkes (1984) have

observed, that is, just about any estimation scheme can practically give

reliable estimators for the mean values of the parameters. However,

special procedures such as method 3 or method 4 are necessary if we want

to simultaneously estimate all the parameters including the variance

components.

VI.4.2 Comparisons Between Designs I and II

We now turn our attention to the analysis of the residuals of the

simulation data for designs I and II. To provide an overall comparison

of the five methods , the behavior of the function C(t) = C(t, C ),

where is the ELS estimators for methods 1, 3, 4 and the OLS

estimators for method 5, is compared with the experimental data C(t).

The results are presented in Table 6.11. Six types of goodness-of-fit

measures were calculated for each design and method, these six tests are

the usual correlation coefficient (R), regression coefficient of actual

on estimation ( 01), mean error (ME), mean absolute error (MAE), root

mean square error (RMSE), and Theil's inequality coefficient (U).

From Table 6.11 it seems that C(t) satisfied the experimental data

and gave similar performances with practically any estimation method and

design which we applied. These were consistent with the conclusions we

draw from Tables 6.4 and 6.5.

From studying Table 6.12 we conclude the same results for design I.

Significant differences of the relative bias, i.e., RI3^-= ( u I' true)/

'true' in the mean estimators for methods 1-4 were tested by regarding

each experiment as a block in a randomized block design with four



Method

Table 6.1

Design

1 The goodness-of-fit test for designs I,
methods 1, 3, 4, 5 /

R al ME MAE

II, and

RMSE

1 I 0.8936 1.004 0.00363 0.2207 0.3084 0.1079

II 0.9044 1.016 0.00909 0.2256 0.3174 0.1089

3 I 0.8938 0.9871 0.000028 0.2196 0.3083 0.1075

TI 0.9044 0.9853 -0.00807 0.2225 0.3173 0.1080

4 I 0.8959 0.9761 -0.0064 0.2183 0.3057 0.1062

II 0.9062 0.9832 -0.00227 0.2224 0.3143 0.1071

5 0.9147 0.9849 0.00606 0.2441 0.3367 0.1064

II 0.9114 0.9895 0.00384 0.2213 0.3059 0.1044

1/ R = Correlation coefficient

81 = Regression coefficient of actual on estimation

ME = Mean error

MAE = Mean absolute error

RMSE = Root mean square error

U = Theil inequality coefficient



Table 6.12 Randomized block design for the simulation results of design I
(block: 100 experiments; treatment: methods 1, 2, 3, and 4)

Analysis of variance for the relative bias of pv

Source of Degree of Sum of Mean F P value

Variation Freedom Squares Squares

Treatment 3 1.549 0.5163 11.227 0.0

Block 99 8.272 0.08356 1.8169 < 0.0001

Error 297 13.659 0.04599

Total 399 23.48

Analysis of variance for the relative bias of p
r

Source of Degree of Sum of Mean F P value

Variation Freedom Squ res Squares

Treatment 3 1.2376 0.41256 23.494 0.0

Block 99 4.6312 0.04678 2.664 < 0.0001

Error 297 5.2153 0.01756

Total 399 11.0841
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methods as treatments. The significant difference between treatment

(method) effects was due to the poor performance of method 2.

VI.4.3. Comparisons Among Designs III-VII

In Table 6.13 the relative biases of the ELS and OLS estimators are

summarized into 10 class intervals used to generate pseudo histograms

for designs III, IV, V, VI, and VII. Once again, the parameter

estimators v
and pr are seen to produce good

estimates with practically

any estimation method-design combination which was studied. However,

2 2
this is not the case for estimators av , or , and K

2 It is noticed

that most of the distributions for RBI] and RB;', center on class
v r

intervals 14 and 15.

In Table 6.14 the magnitude of the relative bias in the mean

estimators ( tiv and Ur) for methods 1, 3, 4, 5, and designs III-VII

is tested. From the results, the third estimation method by design IV

(conventional design) combination might therefore be recommended when

only estimation of the mean parameters is of interest. In addition to

having the advantage of estimating all the parameters including the

variance components simultaneously, estimation methods 3 and 4 seem to

generally perform better in estimating the mean parameters in

comparison to methods 1 and 5 for all designs. By the use of the word

"better" again is meant that the bias and standard error are smaller.

Rather surprisingly, the third estimation method by design IV

(conventional design) combination gave the smallest value in Table 6.15

2
which measured the relative biases of parameter estimates U v

,
r v
,a

^2 -2Qr , and K for methods 3, 4, and designs III-VII. Designs V, VI,
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Table 6.13 Pseudo histograms of the relative bias of parameter estimators

{ 10 class intervals: I1 = [ -1, -0.75); 12 = [ -0.75, -0.5);

13 = [-0.5, -0.25); 14 = [-0.25, 0.0); 15 = [0.0, 0.3333);

16 = [0.3333, 1.0); 17 = [1.0, 2.0); 18 = [2.0, 3.0);

19 = [3.0, 4.0); I10 = [4.0, + co ) }.

(1) Parameter estimator Pv

Method Method 2 Method A Method 1
14 15 14 15 14 15 14 15

Design III 37 62 56 44 47 53 49 49*
{13(2)}

Design IV 41 59 58 42 42 58 59 41

Design V 11 86* 56 44 50 50 59 41

{I6(3)}
Design VI 47 53 47 53 64 36 61 39

Design VII 51 49 51 49 60 40 53 46*

{I3(1)}

(2) Parameter estimator

Method

islr

1 Method 3 Method A Method 1

14 15 14 15 14 15 14 15

Design III 58 42 58 42 52 48 49 51

Design IV 61 39 46 54 42 58 43 57

Design V 52 48 73 27 57 43 53 47

Design VI 57 43 45 55 47 53 41 58*

{16(1)}

Design VII 50 50 44 56 43 57 44 56

* {Ij(n)} indicates that there are n values located in jth interval.
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Table 6.13 (continued)

(3) ELS parameter estimator

Method 1 Method

Il 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 110 Il 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 110

Design 32 9 12 4 5 20 12 4 1 1 35 5 6 10 8 11 15 8 1 1

III

Design 16 8 20 16 12 19 6 3 0 0 19 14 10 8 14 18 13 2 2 0

IV

Design 26 9 13 11 15 10 10 2 3 1 23 8 6 12 16 21 8 1 2 3

V

Design 35 7 13 6 13 8 9 6 2 1 34 8 13 6 13 17 4 2 1 2

VI

Design 40 6 8 6 7 14 11 6 1 1 35 2 11 5 18 15 8 4 2 0

VII

(4) ELS parameter estimator a2
r

Method, 1 Method
Il 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 110 Il 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 I10

Design 21 11 17 16 14 18 3 0 0 0 18 15 17 14 12 16 8 0 0 0

III

Design 24 17 17 7 9 17 9 0 0 0 29 9 13 7 9 18 14 1 0 0

IV

Design 22 19 10 25 9 10 4 1 0 0 20 14 10 20 14 12 4 5 0 1

V

Design 29 13 8 12 12 10 13 0 1 2 27 16 14 12 7 14 8 2 0 0

VI

Design 17 12 18 11 13 15 10 3 1 0 24 13 12 10 15 15 10 1 0 0

VII
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Table 6.13 (continued)

(5) ELS parameter estimator K2

Method j Method a

Il 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 110 Il 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 110

Design 0 0 1 3 12 41 36 5 1 1 71 9 8 0 8 4 0 0 0 0

III

Design 0 0 1 7 13 50 27 1 1 0 73 14 4 6 2 1 0 0 0 0

IV

Design 0 0 0 0 0 3 12 21 27 37 41 19 18 8 3 6 3 2 0 0

V

Design 0 1 2 9 23 45 18 2 0 0 57 17 8 4 5 6 0 3 0 0

VI

Design 0 0 0 51 49 0 0 0 0 0 69 19 8 2 2 0 0 0 0

VII

Method A Method 5.

Il 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 110 Il 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 110

Design 73 12 5 0 7 3 0 0 0 0 24 36 19 8 8 5 0 0 0 0

III

Design 71 16 6 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 7 23 13 24 17 11 4 0 0

IV

Design 59 17 6 8 4 4 1 1 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

V

Design 59 9 12 5 9 3 1 2 0 0 65 23 5 5 2 0 0 0 0 0

VI

Design 69 16 7 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 71 14 7 2 5 1 0 0 0 0

VII



Table 6.14 Comparison of parameter estimates (liv and lir) with ue values

for methods 1, 3, 4, and 5 and designs III-VII 4-1

Estimation Design III Design IV Design V Design VI Design VII

Method

Method 1 1.5444 1.0593 3.0414 1.1633 1.3191

Method 3 0.6089 0.4843 0.9640 0.7281 0.6480

Method 4 0.6842 0.5518 0.8576 0.6002 0.6639

Method 5 1.6595 1.8616 1.4026 1.9998 1.5720

1/ The values in the table are
100
E {(

p
v

p
v Pr- P r)21

i=1 Pv Pr

Table 6.15 Comparison of parameter estimates ( Pv, Pr, (3, 4, K2) wich
true values for methods 3 and 4 and designs III-VII Al

Estimation
Method

Method 3

Method 4

Design III Design IV Design V Design VI Design VII

274.6076 196.1584 243.124 861.3898 291.0141

317.7962 232.6408 324.0628 275.4127 248.5984

100 pV- pV)2+(pr
- p

r)4(
a - a2 ;2 02 K2 -

r r).2.
K2V The values in the table are E {(

Pv
.

r
.

0 2 2+ (

r1=1 v
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and VII did not produce the best parameter estimates as was expected.

However, this is in line with Landaw's (1980) findings; namely, -real

(clinical) conditions might exist to make one choose features of the

conventional design approach over the computed optimal designs-.

It is observed that design IV is the -conventional- schedule of

spreading out the times of 24 samples along 0.0 and 12.0. The

"spreading" design is highly recommended when the assumptions of: 1)

correct pharmacokinetic model, 2) uncorrelated measurement error, 3)

correct nominal values of the parameters, and 4) the correctness of

applying the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix, are invalid for

using optimal design theory. However, design V (D-optimal) and design

VII (C-optimal) also did reasonably well in estimating the parameters,

even though some of the assumptions indicated above are doubtful.

One final difference between these five estimation methods that is

worth noting is in the computer costs of calculating the estimates. An

examination of Table 6.16 shows that methods 2, 3, and 4 generally

required 7-10 times more cp seconds execution time for the calculatiOn

of the 100 estimates based on samples of size 12 or 24 than those of

methods 1 and 5. The methods 1 and 5 might therefore be recommended

when estimation of mean parameters is the only interest and cost is

a major consideration.



Table 6.16 Computer costs of calculating the parameter estimates
1/

Estimation
Method

Design
I

Design
II

Design
III

Design
IV

Design
V

Design
VI

Design
VII

Method 1 50.944 50.493 58.161 57.349 32.305 34.622 30.431

Method 2 298.42 301.21 338.71

Method 3 270.6 272.51 302.758 304.32 116.422 192.113 172.955

Method 4 289.76 283.54 314.512 308.499 144.046 177.418 174.533

Method 5 22.255 20.914 27.052 26.784 17.471 19.270 18.274

1/ The values in the table are cp seconds execution time.
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Chapter VII Conclusions and Recommendations

The major goals of this study have focused around (a) demonstrating

and applying the optimal design theory by developing the optimal

sampling-time strategies for parameter estimation in stochastic

one compartment models, and (b) examining in depth the extended least

squares method of estimating population pharmacokinetic parameters.

Most of the prior research, in fact, has usually placed emphasis on

developing the optimal designs", based on some criterion of optimality

and assumptions, for specific models without comparing the parameter

estimation efficiency of the optimal designs with those of other

conventional designs. This thesis is unique in applying the ELS

estimation method to develope the local optimal experimental designs

for the stochastic one compartment model, and then comparing the

efficiency of ELS estimators from local optimal designs with those from

the uniform and conventional pharmacokinetic designs.

VII.1. Conclusions

The following conclusions emerge from the principal findings in

this research:

(1) Support for M.J. Box's (1970b) and Landaw's (1980) findings. Even

though this research used a different estimation method than Box or

Landaw did, namely, the ELS method, along with a stochastic model,

we still conclude that the number of points of support for an

optimal design for nonlinear regression is often the minimal number

needed for a nondegenerate design. Hence, local D-, A-, and C-
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optimal designs are seen to be clustered at three, five, and four

time points respectively. However, the considerations of the

assumptions of (a) correct pharmacokinetic model, (b) uncorrelated

measurement error, (c) correct nominal values of the parameters,

and (d) the correctness of applying the asymptotic variance-

covariance matrix cause the conventional -spreading- design to

perform best in parameter estimation. Local D- and C-optimal

designs have been shown to be -fairly robust- in comparison to the

conventional design, even though some of the assumptions indicated

above may not hold.

(2) The classical experimental design criterion which minimizes

functions of the elements of the generalized variance is employed to

develop local D-, A-, and C-optimal designs. This may be the

other reason that the local D-, A-, and C-optimal designs did not

perform better in parameter estimation in comparison to conventional

design. A mean square error criterion for the construction of

optimal designs is a possible alternative to the generalized

variance method employed here. However, as shown in chapter IV, it

is impossible to calculate exact or approximate representations of

the ELS bias for a stochastic one compartment model at this point in

time. A reasonable representation for the -bias term- therefore

needs to be -invented- in order to apply the mean square error

criterion.

(3) The inclusion of the variance components u2 and a2 in the
v r

approximate variance function V( e) generally yields better mean

parameter estimates. This observation is in line with the

conclusions of McArthur (1981). This work also corroborates
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McArthur's findings of a generally -poor performance- of

estimation method 2, when a2 and a2 are only included in the mean

regression function and not in the variance-covariance function,

v( e ).

(4) Evidence has been summarized suggesting that just about any

estimation scheme can give reliable estimators for the

mean values of the parameters. However, special procedures such as

methods 3 or 4 are necessary if we want to simultaneously estimate

all the parameters including the variance components.

(5) Estimation methods 1 (ELS method) and 5 (nonlinear least squares

method) are viable alternatives to methods 3 and 4 when estimation

of the mean parameters is the only interest and cost is a major

consideration.

(6) A -super-optimal design- or -super-estimation method-, which could

simultaneously estimate -best- all the unknown parameters, may not

exist for this stochastic one compartment model.

V11.2. Recommendations

Several suggestions for future research are: (1) it would certainly

be worthwhile to investigate and develop parameter estimation methods

for nonlinear stochastic models when the covariance matrix and parameter

vector are functionally related. For example, if prior information is

available then a Bayesian estimation should be considered; (2) the

selection of a mean square error criterion for experimental design (an

attempt to protect against bias resulting from a large class of

deviations from the assumed model) would be another valuable extension
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of the present study; and (3) parallel with the above suggestion, a

joint experimental design criterion which permits a simultaneous attack

on the dual problem of model discrimination and parameter estimation

from the outset of experimentation should be investigated for stochastic

pharmacokinetic models. For instance, Hill et. al. (1968), and Borth

(1975) have developed a total entropy criterion for the sequential

design of experiments for the deterministic kinetic models. The total

entropy measures both the uncertainty about which mathematical model is

correct and the uncertainty about the parameter vector for each model.

Hence, -flexible weight- can be decided either on the basis of model

discrimination or parameter estimation depending on individual

circumstances and aims.
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Appendix I: Determination of the density function of C(t)

where

Here

C(t) = (Dose/V)exp(-Rt/V)(1+ Ke)

V r( yv, xv) , R ( Yr, 71.) , e N(0 , I)

Cov(V, R) = 0 , Cov(V, e) = 0 , Cov(R, e) = 0
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Consider the transformation

C = (Dose/V)exp(-Rt/V) (1+ Ke) , V = V , e. e

Hence
V C V V Dose(1+ Ke)

V = V , E = e, R = --log{ }- log{ } (A.2)

t Dose(1+ Ke) t C V

and that

0 1

0 0 1

J(C, V, = abs
V 1 C V K V

----{log + 1}

t C t Dose(1+ KE) t(1+ KE)

V

t c

Upon substituting (A.2),and (A.3) into (A.1), we obtain

(A.3)
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Appendix II: The components of the gradients of E2(2) and V2(f)
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Appendix III: Computer programs for the development of D-, A-,

and C-optimal design measures using the modified

variable polygon method

PROGRAM OPTDSN(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE4.TAPE1=IHPUT.TAPE2=OUTPUT

C THIS PROGRAM ARE MINIMIZING THE "INFORMATION MATRIX"

C AND TRYING TO FIND THE OPTIMAL SUPPORTING POINTS SUBJECT

C TO "C-OPTIMAL", "A-OPTIMAL", "D-OPTIMAL", OR "E-OPTIMAL".

C THIS PROGRAM IS USING THE PROBABILITY MEASURE NOTATION

C************ NOTE: DIFFERENT FROM "ONECSS6"

DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED1.DSEED2

C COMMON BLOCKS FOLLOW

C

COMMON /SIMP/ N,ICOUNT,REOMIN,YNEULO,YSEC
COMMON /SW/ START(25),STEN25).XMIN(.25),XSEC(271)
COMMON/DATAO/T(50),C(50,20),Y(50),Z(50),DZ(50)
COMMON/DATA1/SUM1,SS(50),VAR(50)
COMMON/DATA2/NUMTIMP,NUMREPS(50),ISINSIZ,NPRMTOT,NR,INDEX

COMMON/DATA3/XMU(20),XSIG2(20),DOSE,IFUNC,XRBP(20),XKAP
COMMON/DATA4/START0(20),STEPO(20),ICOUNTO

COMMON/DATA5/SUMOBAR(50),CBAR(50)
COMMON/DATA3 /ICHOCE1,ICHOCE2,ICHOCE3

COMMON/DATA9/ICKSEED,BSEED1,DSEED2,ACON(20),BCON(20).NPRM02
COMMON/DATA12/XMSE,STEP01(20)

COMMON/DATA13/A,THETA,CVV2,CVR2,XKAP2
COMMONIDATA15/FXVAR
COMMON/DATA16/PRO(20),STEP02(20)

C

C READ IN INITIAL DATA

ICKSEED=0

100 CALL READIN
rN

WRITE(2,26)

26 FORMAT(1H1)

C WRITE OUT INITIAL DATA

C

CALL WRITOUT

C INITIALIZE PARAMETERS "SUPPORTING POINTS" AND COUNTERS

DO 41 I=2,NUMTIMP

START(I-1)=T(I)

41 STER(I-1)=STEP01(I)
DO 43 I.8,14

START(I)=PRO(I-7)
43 STEP(I)=STEP02(I-7)
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ICOUNT=ICOUNTO
N=I4

A=START0(1)

THETA=START0(2)

CVV2=START0(3)

CVR2=START0(4)

XKAP2=START0(5)

C

C TRY TO FIND THE OPTIMAL SUPPORTING POINT BY THE FELLERMEAfl METHOD

CALL NELMIN

C

SUM11=0.0

DO 3? 1=8,14
3? SUM11=SUM11+XMIN(I)

XMIN(15)=1.SUM11
DO 31 I=2,NUMTIMP

M=1-1

1=1+7

WRITE(2,32)I,XMIN(K),XMIN(J)
32 FORMAT(1H,/5X,"T(",I2,")=".F10.4,5X,"PROB=' F10.7)

31 CONTINUE
WRITE(2,36)T(1),XMIN(6)

36 FORMAT(5X,"T(1)=",F10.4,5X,"PROB=",F10.7)

WRITE(2,34)

34 FORMAT(1H.1)
WRITE(2,33)ICOUNT

33 FORMAT(5X,"ICOUNT=n,I4)

WRITE(2,34)
WRITE(2,35)FXVAR

35 FORMAT(5WFXVAR=',E1
t.

C WRITE OUT THE NEXT DSEED VALUES..

20 WRITE(2,25) PSEEDI,DSEED2

25 FORMAT(5X,"BSEED=",D16.10,5X,"DSEED2=",D16.10)

C CHECK TO SEE IF IOU WISH TO MAKE ANY MORE SIMULATION RUNS.

C

READ(1,30) ANS

30 FORMAT(A2)
IF(ANS.EQ.2HST) GO TO 50

ICKSEED=ICKSEED+1
GO TO 100

50 CALL EXIT
END

SUBROUTINE READIN

DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED1,DSEED2

COMMON /SIMP! N,ICOUNT,REOMIN,YNEWLO,YSEC
COMMON /SIMP/ START(25),STEP(25),XMIN(25),XSEC(25)



COMMON/DATAO/T(50).,C(50,20),Y(50),2(50).E(50)
COMMON/DATA1/SUM1,SS(50),YAR(50)

COMMON/DATA2/NUMTIMP,NUMREPS(50),ISIMSIZ,NPRKTOT,NR,INDEX

COMMON/DATA3RMU(20),X5IG2(20),DOSE,IFUNC,XRBP(20),MAP
COMMON/DATA4/START0(20),STEP0(20),ICOUNTO
CDMMON/DATA5/SUMCBAR(50),CBAR(50)

COMMON/DATAB/ICHOCE1,ICHOCE2,ICHOCE3
COMMON/DATP/ICKSEED,DSEED1,DSEED2,ACON(20),BCON(20),HPRM02
COMMON/DATA12/XMSE,STEP01(20)
COMMON/DATA16/PRO(20),STEP02(20)

C

C READ INPUT DATA FOR SIMULATION RUNS.

C

READ(1,300)NUMTIMP,ISIMSIZ,NPRMTOT,ICOUNT0

300 FORMAT(4I4)

L

NPRKO2=(HPRMTOT-1)/2

READ(1,304)(NUMREPS(I),I=1,NUMTIMP)
304 FORMAT(30I2)

READ(1,310)ICHOCE1,ICHOCE2,ICHOCE3
310 FORMAT(3I2)

C

READ(1,301)(XMU(I),I=1,NPRM02)

READ(1,301)(XSIG2(1),I=1,NPRM02)

301 FORMAT(10F10.4)

C

C

C

IF(ICKSEED.GT.0) GO TO 299

READ(1,303) DSEED1,DSEED2

303 FORMAT(2D16.6)
299 READ(1,311) DOSE,XKAP,REOMIN
311 FORMAT(2F10.4,F16.10)

READ(1,302)(START0(I),I=1,NPRMTOT)
READ(1,302)(STEPO(I),I=1,NPRMTOT)

READ(1.305)(STEP01(I),I=1,NUMTIMP)
READ(1,306)(PRO(I),I=1,NUMTIMP)
READ(1,305)(STEP02(I),I=1,7)

306 FOR?IAT(12F?.4)

302 FOR!IAT(12F10.4)

305 FORKAT(12F5.2)

READ(1,305)(T(I),I=1,NUMTIMP)

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE URITOUT
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED1,DSEED2

COMMON /SIMP/ N,ICOUNTJREOMIN,YNEULO,YSEC

COMMON /SIMP/ START(25),STEP(25),XMIN(25),XSEC(25)

COMMON/DATAO/T(50),C(50,20),Y(50),13(50),E(50)
COMMON/DATAIISUMI.SS(50),VAR(50)
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COMMOm/DATA2/NUMTIMP,NUMREPS(50),ISIMSIZ.NFRTOT.NR,INDEX
COMMON/DATA3/XNU(20),XSIG2(7'0).DOSE,IFUNC.XRBP(20),XKAP
COMMON/DATA4/START0(20),STEPO(20),ICOUNTO
COMMON/DATA5/SUMCBAR(50),CBAR(50)
COMMON/DATAUICHOCEI,ICHOCE2,ICHOCE3
COMMON/DATA9/ICKSEED,DSEED1,DSEEn2,41-10N(20),BCON(20),NPRM02

COMMON/DATA12/XMSE,STEP01(20)
COMMON/DATA16/FRn(20),STEF02(20)

C WRITE OUT THE INPUT DATA

C

C

C.

WRITE(2,400)NUMTIMP,ISIMSI2,NPRMTOT,ICOUHT0,REGMIN
400 FORNAT(5X,"NUMBER OF TIME FOINTS=".,./,5X,

2"AMBER OF SIMULATIONS DESIRED=".I4./,5X,
3 "NUMBER OF MODEL FARAMETERS=",14,/,5X,.
4"MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CALLS TO THE FUNCTION SUP.ROUTINE=",i4,/,

5"REOMIN=u,E16.4,/)

4RITE(2,410)ICHOCE1,ICHOCE2,ICHOCE3

410 FORMAT(5X,"ICHOCE1=",12,65X,"ICHOCE2=",I2,/,
15X,"ICHOCE3=",I2,/)

WRITE(2,409) DOSE,DSEED1,DSEED2
409 FORMAT(5X,"DOSE=u,F10.4.65X,"DSEEDID16.6 65):,"DSEED2=u,

1D16.6,/)

DO 411 I=1,NPRM.02

411 WRITE(2,412) I.XMU(I),I,XSIG2(I)
412 FORMAT(5X,"XMU(H,I2.")=".F10.6.5,"XS-752(",I2.=",F10.6)

WRITE(2,413) XKAF
413 FORMAT(SX,"XKAP=H.F10.4./)

DO 402 I=1,NPRMTOT
402 WRITE(2,403) I,STARTO(I)

403 FORMAT(5X,"START0(",I2,H)="

DO 404 I=1.NFRMTOT
404 WRITE.(2,405) I,STER0(I

405 FORMAT(5X, ""STEP0(12 ,")=F10.4

WRITE(2,406)

406 FORMAT(1H ,/)
C

C

DO 407 1=1,NUMTIMP
407 WRITE(2,408) I,T(I),I,NUREPS(I),I,3TEP01(I),IfPRO(I)
408 FORMAT(5X,"T(u,I2,")=9,F10.4," NUMREFS(",I2,")=u,

112," STEP01(",I2,")=",F5.2," FROB(",I2,")=",F10.7)

DO 415 1=1,7
415 WRITE(2,416) I,STEP02(I)
416 FORMAT(5X,IISTEP02(",I2,")=",F5.2)

WRITE(2,406)
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C

RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE NELMIN

COMMON /SIMP/ N,ICO1JNT,REMIN,11,ELL0,LSEC

COMMON /SHP/ START(25',STEP(25),Xn1N(25),PcEC(:S)
COMMON/DATA13/A,THETA,CVV2,CVR2,XKAP2
COmMON/DATA15/FXVAR
COmMONSDATA10/FRO20).STEF02(20)
DIMENSION P(25,26 ,c5TAc(251.FSTI--et25

KCOUNT=ICOUNT
ICOU4T=0

RCOEFF=1.

ECOEFF=2.

CCOEFF=.5

IF(REQMIN...E.O.) ICOUNT=ICOUNT-1

IF(N.LE.O.OR.N.GT.25)ICOUNT=ICOUNT-10
IFICOUNT.LT.0)RETURN
DABIT=2.0407E-35
BIGNUM=1.0E38
KONVGE=5

DN=XN=FLOAT(N)
ON=10.1

DO 100 I=1,N
1,MIN(I)=XSEC(I)=0.

100 ;(I.NN)=START(I)

YNEOLO=YSEC=0.

111(00=FXX(START)
ICOUNT=ICOUNT+1

DO 2 J=l,N

CHE%=START(J)
START(J)=CHEK+STEPku,
DO 3 I=1,N

3 F(I,J)=START(I)
Y11(J)=FXX(3TART)

ICOUNT=ICOUNT+1
2 START(J) =CHEK

1000 fl..0=fNEJ,..0=T140.

C=I-I='

Lir_ 5 :=2,00

1:7,111(I).GE.ILO)G0 TO 4

11_0=1'11(11

ILO=I

4 IF(Y11(1).LE.YNEWLO)G0 TO 5

INEULO=Y11(I)
IHI=I

5 CONTINUE
CHEK=((NEWLO+DABIT)/(YLO+D(ABIT)-1.

IF(AB3(CHEK).LT.REOMIN)G0 TO 900
KONVGE=KONVGE-1

IF (KONVGE.NE.0) GO TO 2020
KONVGE=5
DO 2015 I=1,N
COORD2=COORD1=P(I.1)

109
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DO 2010 J=2.NN
IF (P(I,J).GE.COORD1) GO IC 2005
COORD1=;(I,J)

2005 IF:P(2,J).LE.COORD2) GO TO 2010
COORD2=P(I.J)

2010 CONTINUE

CHEK=(COORD2+DABITtCOORJ:11,111iIT 1.
IF (4BS(CHEK).GT.REDMIN) GO TO 2:2)

2O15 CONTINUE

GO TO 900

202,2 IF (ICOUNT.GE.KCGUNT) GO TO 900

DO 7 I=1,N

Z=u.

DO 6 J=1,NN
6 Z=Z+P(I,J)

Z=2P(I,IHI)
PBAR(I).=1/14

7 PSTAR(I)=(1.+RCOEFF)=FGAF(11RCOEFFtP(I,IHI)
YSTAR=FXX(PSTAR)
ICOUNT=ICOUNT+1

IF (YSTAR.GE.YLO) GO TO 12
IF (ICOUNT.GE.KCOUNT) GO TO 19
DO 9 I=1,N

9 F2STAR(I)=ECOEFFI-PSTRR(I)+(1.ECOEFFItPiiRI)
Y2STAR=FXX(P2STAR)

ICOUNT=ICOUNT+1

IF (f2STAR.GE.YSTAR) GO TO 19
10 DO 11 I=1,N

11 P(I,IHI)=P2STAR(I)
I'll(IHI)=Y2STAR

GO TO 100C
12 L=0

DO 13 I=1,NN

13 IF (f11(I).GT.YSTAR)

IF(L.GT.1)G0 TO 19
IF(L.E0.0)G0 TO 15
DO 11 I=I.N

14 F.2,IHI1=PSTAR(I)

;11.2HI)=YSTAT,

15 IFcICOUNT.3E.KCuUNT, 6u TO 900
DO 16 I=1.N

16 F2STAR(I)=CCOEFF4P(I,IhI).LCOEFF,fP8AR(I)
Y2STAR=FAX(P2STAR)

ICOUNT=ICOUNT+1

IF(f2STAR.LT.Y11(IHI)) GO TO 10
DO 18 J=1,NN
DO 17 I=1,N
PCI,J)=4P(I,J)+F(I.ILO))*0.5

17 XMIN(I)=P(I,J)
Y11(J)=FXX(XMIN)

18 CONTINUE
ICOUNT=ICOUNT+NN

IF(ICOUNT.LT.KCOUNT)G0 TO 1000
GO TO 900



19 DO 20 I =1,N

20 P(1,11-1I)=PSTAEI)
111(IHI)=YSTAR
GO TO 1000

900 DO 23 J=1 ,NN

DO 22 I=1,N

22 XMIN(I)=P(I,J)
111 (J)= FXX(XMIN)

23 CONTINUE

INEWLO=BIGNUM
DO 24 J=1,NN
IF(Y11(J).GE.YNEWL0) GO TO 24

YNEWLO=Y11(J)

IBEST=J

24 CONTINUE

YSEC=Y11(IBEST)=BI6NUM
DO 25 J=1,NN
IF (Y11(J).GE.YSEC)O0 TO 25

YSEC=Y11(J)

ISEC=J

25 CONTINUE
DO 26 I=1,N

XMIN(I)=P(1,IBEST)
XSEC(I)= P(I,ISEC)

26 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

FUNCTION FXX(X)
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Note; This is the function for defining
and choosing the optimality criteria

COMMON /SIMP/ N,ICOUNT,REOMIN,YNEUL0,YSEC
COMMON /SIMP/ START(25),STEP(25),XMIN(25),XSEC(25)

COMMON/DATA0/T(50),C(50,20),Y(50),Z(50),DZ(50)
COMMON/DATA1/SUM1,SS(50),VAR(50)

COMMON/DATA2/NUMTIMP,NUMREP8(50),ISIMSIZ,NFRMTOT,NR,INDEX
COMMONIDATA3/XMU(20),XSIG2(20).DOSE,IFUNC,XRBP(20),NAP
COMMON/DATA13/A,THETA,tVV2,CVR2,XKAP2
COMMON/DATA15/FDAR
DIMENSION TIME(12),DELTA2P(5,12).17(5,12 ,X(25),P3(20),SUM2

DIMENSION D(::),27.:5,5),WKI(I5)

DIMENSION SUM2I(10,10),SUM3(15),SUM3I(151,WR(30)
FXX=1.0E+20

SUM10=0.0

DO 164 1=1,7

IF(X(I) .LT. 0. .OR. X(1) .GT. 24.) GO TO 163

164 CONTINUE
DO 172 1=8,14
IF(X(I) .LT. 0. .OR. XII) .GE. 1.)60 TO 163

SUM10=SUM10+X(I)

172 CONTINUE
IF(SUM10 .GT. 1.)00 TO 163

DO 166 1=1,5
DO 167 J =1,5

SUM2(I,J)=0.0

SUM2I(I,J)=0.0
167 CONTINUE
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C

166 CONTINUE
DO 173 1=1,15.

SUM3(I)=0.0

SUM3I(I)=0.0

173 CONTINUE
TIME(1)=0.0

DO 165 1=1,7

TIME(I+1)=X(1)
P3(I)= X(I + ?)

165 CONTINUE

P3(8) =1.-SUHIO

CVVR=CYR2*THETA*THETA
DO 161 I=1,NUMTIMP
TEMP1=THETA*TIME(I)

E=EXP(-TEMP1)
TEMP2=CVYR*TIME(I)*TIME(I)

TEMP3=1.-TEMP1
TEMP4=XKAP2+CVV2*TEMP3*TEMP3+TEMP2

TEMP5=A*A*E*E
VA2=TEMP5*TEMP4

TEMP6=-TEMF3RMU(1)
TEMP7=1.-3.*TEMP1+1.5*TEMP1*TEMP1-

1TEMP1*TEMP1 *TEMP1/6.
TEMP6=TEMP6-3.*CVV2*TEMP7/XMU(1)

TEMP6=TEMP6-0.5*CVVR*TIME(I)*TIME(1)*(3.-TEMPI
iAMU(1)

ZP(1,I)=A*E*TEMP6
TEMP8=-TIME(I)*(1.+3.*CVV2)/XMU(1)

TEMP8=TEMP8+3.*TEMP1*TIME(I)*CVV2/XMU(1)
TEMP8=TEMP8-0.5*TIME(I)*(CVV2*TEMPl*TEMPli-TEMP2)/XMC1)
ZP(2,I)=A*E*TEMP8
TEMP9=1.-2.*TEMP1+0.5*TEMPl*TE
TEMP9=TEMP9/(XMU(1)*XMU(1))

ZP(3,I)=A*E*TEMP9
ZP(4,I)=A*E*0.5*(TIME(I)*TIME(I)/(XMU1)*XMU(1)))
ZP(5,I)=0.0

TEMP10=-XKAP2-CVV2*TEMP3*(2.-TEMP1)4CVV2*TEMP1
TEMP10=TEMP1O*2.*TEMP3-2.*TEMP2*(2.-TEMPI)

DELTA2P(1,I)=TEMP5*TEMP10/XMU(1)
TEMP11=TEMP4+CVV2*TEMP3
DELTA2P(2,

DELTA2P(3,
DELTA2P(4,

DELTA2P(5,

DO 168 K=1

DO 169 J=1

IF(K .61.

I)=-TEMP11*TEMP
I)=TEMP5*TEMP3*
I)=TEMP5*TIME(I
I)=TEMP5

,5

J)G0 TO 169

5*2.*TIME(I)/XMU(1)

TEMP3/(XMUM*XMU(1))
)*TIME(I)/(XMU(1)*XMU(1))

112

SUM2(K,J)=SUM2(K,J)+24.0*3(I)*(ZP(K,I)*ZP(J,I)/VA2)
SUM2(H,J)=SUM2(K,J)+24.°*P3(I)*(0.5*DELTA2F(K,I)*DELTA2P(J,I)/
1(VA2*VA2))

169 CONTINUE
168 CONTINUE
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161 CONTINUE

SUM3(1)=SUM2(1,1)

EUM3(2)=SUM2(1,2)
SUM3(3)=SUM2(2,2)

SUM3(4)=SUM2(1,3)
SUM3(5)=SUM2(2,3)

SUM3(6)=SUM2(3,3)
SUM3(7)=SUM2(1,4)

SUM3(3)=SUM2(2,4)

SUM3(9)SUM2(3,4)
SUM3(10)=SUM2(4,4)

SUM3(11)=SUM2(1,5)
SUM3(12)=SUM2(2,5)

SUM3(13)=SUM2(3,5)
SUM3(14)=SUM2(4,5)

SUM3(15)=SUA2(5,5)
NN1=5

CALL LINV2P(SUM3,NN1,SUM3I,IDGT,DET1,DET2,WK,IER)
FXX10=SUM3I(1)+SUM3I(3)+SUM31(6)+SUM3I(10)+51163I(13)

FXX=DET1*(2**DET2)
FXX=1./FXX

JOBN=0
NR2=5

IZ=5

FXVAR=FAX
ICOUNT9=MOD(ICOUNT,100)
IF(ICOUNT ;LE. 26 .0R. ICOUNT9 .E0. 0) (30 TO 174

GO TO 163

174 WRITE(2,171)FXX10,FXVAR
171 FORMAT(5X,"TRACE(VAR)=",E16.8,5X,"DETERMINANT=",E16.8)
163 RETURN

END
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Appendix IV: Computer programs for computing the extended least

squares parameter estimates

PROGRAM ONECSS ( INPUT . OHTPUT jAPE4 TAPE1=INPUT TAPE2=OUTPUT )

C

C THIS PROGRAM GENERATES SIMULATION DATA AND THEN
C ESTIMATES THE POPULATION MEAN AND VARIANCE VALUES OF THE
C CHARACTERIZING KINETIC PARAMETER FOR A POPULATION
C OF ONE COMPARTMENT ANIMALS.
C

DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED1,DSEED2,DSEED3
C

C COMMON BLOCKS FOLLOW
C

COMMON /SIMP/ N,ICOUNT,REQiIIN,YNEWLO,YSEC

COMMON /SIMP/ START(20),STEP(20).XMIN(20),XSEC(20)
COMMON/DATAO/T(50),C(50,20),Y(50),Z(50),DZ(50)
COMMON/DATA1 /SUM1.SS(50),VAR(50)

COMMON/DATA2/NUMTIMP,NUMRPS(50),ISIMSIZ,NPRNTOT,NR,INDEX,
1NPRMEST

COMMON/DATA3/XMU(20),XSIG2(20).DOSE,IFUNC,XRBP(20),XKAP
COMMON/DATA4/START0(20),STEPO(20),ICOUNTO
COMMON/DATA5/SUMCBAR(50),CBAR(50)

COMMON/DATA6/SUMMUH(20),SUMSIG2(20),SUMSONU(20),SUMSOS2(20)

COMMON/DATA7/XMUBAR( 20),XSIGDAR(20),SAVARMU(20),SAVARS2(20)
COMMOV/DATAGIICHOCE1,ICHOCE2,ICHOCE3
COMMON/DATA9/ICKSEED,DSEED1,DSEED2,ACON(20),BCON(20),NPRM02
COMMON/DATA10/STDERMU(20),STDERS2(20),STDERKP
COMMON/DATA11/SUMX.KAP,SHKAP
COMMON/DATA15/DSEED3

is

C READ IN INITIAL DATA

ICKSEED=0

100 CALL READIN

WRITE(2,26)
26 FORMAT(1H1)

C

.0 WRITE OUT INITIAL DATA
C

CALL WRITOUT (see pp. 105-106)

C CALCULATE THE UNIVERSAL CONSTANTS
C

CALL UNIVCON
C

C SET COUNTERS
C

INDEX=1

NPRM02=(NPRNTOT-1)/2
N=NPRMEST
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C

C SET INITIAL PARAMETER SUMS EQUAL TO ZERO

CALL ZEROSUM

C GENERATE A VECTOR OF OBSERVATIONS
C

200 CALL GENOBSV
C

C CALCULATE SAMPLE MEANS AND SUMS OF SQUARES AT EACH TIME POINT
C

CALL SUMMASS

C INITIALIZE PARAMETERS AND COUNTERS.
r.

DO 40 I=1,NPRMEST

START(I)=STARTO(I)
40 STEP(I)=STEPO(I)

ICOUNT=ICOUNTO
r

C ESTIMATE THE PARAMETERS BY THE NELDER-MEAD METHOD.
C

CALL NELMIN (see pp. 107-109)
C

C CALCULATE THE RELATIVE BIAS IN THE LOCAL ESTIMATES.

CALL BIASEST
C

C

C CALCULATE MEANS AND SUMS OF SQUARES OF THE PARAMETER ESTIMATES
C

CALL MEANASO
C

C WRITE OUT THE LOCAL ESTIMATES OF THE PARAMETERS

CALL WRITE1

C WRITE OUT THE LOCAL TABLE OF RESIDI_WM IF SO DESIRED

C

CALL WRITE3

INDEX=INDEX+1

IF(INDEX.GT.1SIMSIZ) GO TO 20
GO TO 200

C

C CALCULATE THE STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATORS
C

20 CALL STDEROR
C

C WRITE OUT THE MEANS AND STANDARD ERRORS OF THE ESTIMATORS
C

CALL WRITE2
C

C WRITE OUT THE NEXT DSEED VALUES..
C
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WRITE(2,25) DSEED1,DSEED2

25 FORMAT(5X,DDSEED=",D16.10.5WDSEED2=",1+16.10)

C

C CHECK TO SEE IF YOU WISH TO MAKE ANY MORE SIMULATION RUNS.

C

C

C

READ(1.30) ANS

30 FORMAT(A2)
IF(ANS.E0.2HST) GO TO 50

ICKSEED=ICKSEED+1

GO TO 100.

50 CALL EXIT
END

SUBROUTINE READIN
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED1,BSEED2,DSEED3

COMMON /SIMP/ N.ICOUNT.REOMINONEULO.YSEC
COMMON /SIMP/ START(20),STEP(20),XMIN(20),XSEC(20)

. COMMON/DATAO/T(50),C(50..20),Y(50),Z(50),D2(50)
COMMON/DATA1 /SUM1,SS(50),VAR(50)

COMMON/DATA2/NUMTIMP,NUMREPS(50),ISIMSIZ.NPRMTOT,NR,INDEX,
1NPRMEST

COMMON/DATA3/XMU(20).XSIG2(20).DOSE,IFUNC,XRBP(20),XKAP
COMMON/DATA4/START0(20),STEPO(20),ICOUNTO
COMMON/DATA5/SUMCBAR(50),CBAR(50)
COMMONIDATA6/SUMMUH(20),SUMSIG2(20).SUMSOMU(20),SUMS0S2(20)

COMMONIDATA7/XMUBAR(20),XSIOBAR(20),SAVARMU(20),SAVARS2(20)
COMMON/DATAB/ICHOCEI,ICHOCE2,1CHOCE3
COMMON/DATA9/ICKSEEDOSEED1,DSEED2,ACON(20),BCON(20),NPRM02
COMMON/DATA15/DSEED3

C

C READ INPUT DATA FOR SIMULATION RUNS.

READ(1,300)NUMTIMP,ISIMSIZ,NPRMTOT,NPRMEST,ICOUNTO
300 FORMAT(6I4)

c

NPRM02=(NPRMTOT-1)/2
READ(1,304)(NUMREPS(1),1

304 FORMAT(30I2)

C

.NUMTIMP)

READ(1,310)ICHOCE1,ICHOCE2,ICHOCE3

310 FORMAT(3I2)

C

READ(1,301)(XMU(I),1=1,NPRM02)
READ(1,301)(XSIG2(I),I=1.NPRM02)

301 FORMAT(10F10.4)

C
IF(ICKSEED.GT.0) GO TO 299

READ(1.303) DSEED1,DSEED2,OSEED3

303 FORMAT(3D16.6)
299 READ(1,311) DOSEMAP,REOMIN
311 FORMAT(2F10.4,F16.6)

C

READ(1,302)(STARTEI),I=1,NPRMEST)



C

C

C
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READ(1,302)(STEPO(I),I=1,NPRMEST)
302 FORMAT(10F10.4)

READ(1,302)(T(I),I=1,NUMTIMP)

RETURN

SUBROUTINE uNlycoN

COMMONIDATA2/NUMTIMP,NUMREPS(50),ISIMSIZ,NPRMTOT,NR,INDEX,
1NPRMEST
COMMON/DATA3/XMU(20),XSIG2(20,DOSE.IFUNC,XRPP(20),MAP
COMMON/DATA9/ICKSEED,BSEED1,DSEED2,ACON(20),BCON(20),NRRM02
COMMON/DATA15/DSEED3

DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED1,DSEED2,DSEED3

ACON(1)=XMU(1)*XMU(1)/XSIG2(1)
BCON(1)=XSIG2(1)/XMU(1)
ACON(2)=XMU(2)*XMU(2)!XSIG2(2)
BCON(2)=XSIG2(2)/XMU(2)

RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE ZEROSUM

COMMON/DATA2/NUMTIMP,NUHREPS(50),ISIMSIZ.NPRMTOT,NR,INDEX,
1NPRMEST

COMMON/DATA6/SUMMUN(20),SUMSIG2(20),SUMSOMU(20),SUMSOS2(20)
COMMON/DATAll/SUMXKAP,SSXKAP

DO 900 I=1,NPRMTOT
SUMMUEI)=0.0
SUMSIG2(I)=0.0

SUMSOMU(I)=0.0
900 SUMSOS2(I)=0.0

SUMXKAP=0.0

SSXKAP=0.0
RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE SUMMASS
COMKON/DATA0 /T(50),C(50,20),Y(50),7(50),D2(50)

COMMON/DATA1SSUM1,SS(50).VAR(50)

COMMON/DATA2/NUMTIMP,NUMREPS50),ISIMSIZ,NPRMTOT,NR,IDE,
1NPRMEST

COMMON/DATA5iSUMCBAR(50),CBAR50)

DO 1000 I=1,NUMTIMP
SUMCBAR(I)=SS(I)=0.0
NTEMP=NUMREPS(I)

DO 1001 J=1,NTEMP
SUMCBAR(I)=SUMCBAR(I)+C(I,J)

1001 SS(I)=SS(I)+C(I,J)*C(I,J)

CBAR(I)=SUMCBAR(I)/FLOAT(NTEMP)
Y(I)=CBAR(I)

1000 SS(I)=SS(I)-CBAR(I)*CBAR(I)*FLOAT(NTEMP)

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE BIASES?

COMMON /SIMP/ N,ICOUNT,REGMIN,YNEWLO,YSEC

COMMON ISIMPI START(20),STEP(20),XMIN(20),XSEC(20)

COMMON/DATA3/XMU(20),XSIG2(20),DOSE.IFUNCO.RBP(20).MAP
COMMON/DATA9fICKSEED,DSEED1,DSEED2,ACON(20),BCON(20),NPRHO2
COMMONIDATA15/DSEED3

DOUBL E PRECISION DSEED1,DSEED2,DSEED3

C

C REVERT TO NATURAL PARAMETERS.
r

XMIN(1)=DOSERMIN(1)
XMIN(2)=XMIN(2)*XMIN(1)
XMIN(3)=XMIN(3)qMIN(1)*XMIN(1)
XMIN(4)=XMIN(4)*XMIN(2)4,XMI0(2)

C

XRBP(1)--(XMIN(1)-XMU(1))/XMU(1)

XRDP(2)=(XMIN(2)-XMU(2))/XMLI(2)

XRBP(3).--(XMIN(3)-XSIG2(1))/XSIG2(1)

XRBP(4)=(XMIN(4)-XSIG2(2))/XSIG2(2)
IF(XF;AP.LE.0.0) GO TO 1100

XRBP(5)=0(MIN(5)-XKAP*MANMKAP*XKAP)
GO TO 1110

1100 XRBP(5)=XMIN(5)

C

1110 RETURN

END
SUBROUTINE MEANASC4

C

COMMON /SIMP/ N,ICOUNT,REOMIN.YNEWLO,YSEC

COMMON /SIMP/ START(20),STEP(20),XMIN(20),XSEC(20)

COMMON/DATA2/NUMTIMP,NUMREPS(50),ISIMSIZ,NPRMTOT,NR,INDEX,
1NPRMEST

COMMON/DATA3/X11U(20),XSIG2(20),DOSE,IFUNC.XRBP(20),XKAP

COMMON/DATA6/SUMMUH(20),SUMSIG2(20),SUMSOMU20),SUMS952(20)
COMMONIDATA9/ICKSEED.DSEED1,DSEED2.ACON(20).BCON(20?.,NPRM02

COMMON/DATA11/SUMXKAP,SPKAP
COMMON/DATA15/DSEED3

DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED1.DSEED2,DSEED3

C

DO 1100 I=1,NPRMEST

SUMMUM(I)=SUMMUH(I)+XMIN(I)
SUMSOMU(I)=SUMSOMU(I)+XMIN(I)*XMIN(I)

1100 CONTINUE

C

C

RETURN

END
SUBROUTINE STDEROR

COMMON/DATA2/NUMTIMP,NUMREPS(50),ISINSIZ,NPR11TOTOR,INDEX,
1NPRMEST
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C0MMON/DATA6/SUMMUM(20),SUMSIG2(20),SUMSOMU(20),SUMSGS2(20)

COMMON/DATAMMUBAR(20),XSIG-BAR(20),SAVARMU(20),SAVARS2(20)
COMMON/DATA9/ICKSEED,BSEED1,DSEED2,ACON(20),BCON(20),NPRM02

COMMON/DATAIO/STDERMU(20),SIDERS2(20).STDERKP
COMMON/DATA11/SUMXKAP,SHKAP
COMMON/DATA15/DSEED3

C

DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED1,BSEED2,OSEED3
C

NDF=ISIMSIZ-1

DENOM1=FLOAT(ISIMSIZ)

DENOM2=FLOAT(NDF)
C

DO 1200 I=1,NPR1EST

XMUBAR(I)=SUMMUM(I)/DENOM1

SAVARMU(I)=(SUMSOMU(I)-XMOBAR(I)*XMUBAR(I)*DENOM1)
SAVARMU(I)=SAVARMU(I)/DENOM2

C

SAVARMU(I)=SAVARMU(I)/DENOM1
STDERMU(I)=SORT(SAVARMU(I))

1200 CONTINUE

C

C

RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE WRITE1

COMMON /SHP./ N,ICOUNT,REOMIN,YNEULO,YSEC
COMMON /SIMP/ START(20),STEP(20).XMIN(20),XSEC(20)

COMMON/DATA2/NUMTIMP,NUMREPS(50),ISIMSIZ,NPR1iTOT.NR,INDEX,
INPRMEST

COMMON/DATA3/XMU(20),XSIG2(20)..,DOSE.IFUNC,XRBP(20),XKAP

COMMON/DATAll/SUMXKAP,SSXKAP

C

C WRITE OUT LOCAL PARAMETER ESTIMATES.

WRITE(2,601) ICOUNT,INDEXOXMIN(I),I,=1,NPRMEST),

1(XRBP(I),J=1,NPRMEST)

601 FORMAT(5X,I3,1X,I3,1X,10F10.4)
r.

C WRITE OUT LOCAL ESTIMATES TO A SAVED FILE.
r

C

C

WRITE(4,602) INDEX,(XMIN(K)j=1,NPRMEST)
602 FORMAT(5X,I4,5F16.10)

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE WRITE2

COMMON/DATA2/NUMTIMP,NUMREPS(50),ISIMSI2,NPRMTOT,NR,INDEX,
1NPRMEST

COMMON/DATA7/XMUBAR(20),XSIGBAR(20),SAVARMU(20),SAVARS2(20)
COMMON/DATA9/ICKSEED,DSEED1,DSEED2,ACON(20),BCON(20),NPRM02
COMMON/DATA10/STDERMU(20),STDERS2(20),STDERKP
COMMON/DATA11/SUMXKAP,SSXKAP
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C

COMMON/DATA15/DSEED3

DOUBLE PRECISION DSEEDI,PSEED2,DSEED7

C WRITE OUT SUMMARY STATISTICS.
C

C

C

120

URITE(2.700) ISIMSIZ

700 FORMAT(5X,"THE MEANS FOR",I3,1X,"PARAMETER ESTIMATES ARE:")

WRITE(2,701)(XMUBAR(I).1=1,NPRMEST)
701 FORMAT(5X,10E12.6)

URITE(2,702) ISIMSIZ
702 FORMAT(5WTHE STANDARD ERRORS FOR".T

1"PARAMETER ESTIMATES ARE:")

WRITE(2,701)(STDERMU(I),I=1,0PRMEST)

URITE(2,703)

703 FORMAT(1H ,I)

RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE UR1TE3

COMMON/DATAO/T(50),C(50,20),1(50),Z(50).D2(50)
COMMON/DATA1/SUMI.SS(50),VAR(50)
COMMON/DATA2/NUMTIMP.NUMREPS(50),ISImSIZ.NPRMTOT,NR.INDEX,
1NPRKEST
COMMON/DATA8/ICHOCE1,ICHOCE2,ICHOCE3

IF(ICHOCE1.EQ.1) GO TO 800

GO TO 801

C

800 WRITE(2,810)
810 FORMAT(5X,"A TABLE OF OBSERVATIONS FOLLOWS"./)

DO 803 I=1,NUMTIMP

NTEMP=NUMREPS(I)
WRITE(2,804) T(I),(C(I,J),J=1,77MF)

E04 FORMAT(5X,11F10.4)
803 CONTINUE

C

WRITE(2.805)

805 FORMAT(1H ,/)

C

WRITE(2,330)
830 FORMAT(5X,"A TABLE OF MEANS AND SUM OF SOUARES FOLLOWS,", /)

C

DO 825 I=1,NUMTIMP
WRITE(2,835) I,T(I),Y(I).SS(I)

835 FORMAT(5X,I3,3F10.4)
825 CONTINUE

WRITE(2,805)

C



C

C
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801 IF(ICHOCE2.E0.1) GO TO 811

GO TO 820

811 WRITE:2,806)
806 FORMAT(5X,"A TABLE OF RESIDUALS FOLLOWS",/)

DO 80? I=1,NUMTIMP
WRITE: ,808) T(I),Y(I),7.(1),DZ:I).VAR(i)

808 FORMAT(5X,5F10.4)

807 CONTINUE

WRITE:2,805)

320 RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE GENOBSC)

DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED1,BSEED2,DSEED3
DIMENSION VH(100),TH( 100),R1(100),R2(100),WK1(100),WK2(100)

COMMON/DATAO/T( 50),C(50,20),Y(50),1(50),D2(50)

COMMON/DATA2/NUMTIMP,NUMREPS(50),ISIMSIZ,NRRMTOT,NR.INDEX,
1NPRMEST

COMMON/DATA3RMU( 20),XSIG2(20),DOSE,IFUNC,XRBP(20),HAP

COMMON/DATA8/ICHOCE1,ICHOCE2,ICHOCE3
COMMON/DATA9/ICKSEED,DSEEP1,DSEED2.ACON(20),PCON(20),NPRH02
COMMON/DATA15/DSEED3

C GENERATE SIMULATION DATA.

C

C

C

C

IF(ICHOCE3.E0.0) GO TO 506

WRITE(2,503)
503 FORMAT(5X,"A TABLE OF VOLUME AND LOSS PARAMETERS",

1" IS NOW GIVEN FOR THE SACRIFICE TIMES" )

506 DO 500 I=1,NUMTIMP
MR=1

ON=NUMRPPSCI)
DO 501 K,=10,4

ATEMP=ACON(1)

CALL GGAMR:DSEED1,ATEMP NR,WKI,R1)

ATEMP=ACON(2)

CALL GGAMR(DSEED2,ATEMP,NR,UK2,R2)

VH(K)=R1(1)*BCON(1)

TH(K)=R2(1)*BCON(2)

RATIO=TH(K)/VH(K)
C(I,K)=(DOSE/UH(K))*EXP(-T(I)*RATIO)

501 C(I,K)=C(1,K)*(1.+XKAP*GGNOF(IISEEN3))
IF(ICHOCE3.EO.0) GO TO 502

WRITE(2,505) I,T(I)


